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Message from the OACYC
Board of Directors

Welcome to the 2021 Provincial Child and Youth Care Conference! The last time the
Ontario Association of Child and Youth Care hosted a Provincial conference was in June
2019 when the world was a different place. We convened, in person and as a community, at
Fleming College in Peterborough, Ontario. We greeted colleagues and friends with
handshakes, hugs, kisses, high fives and fist bumps. We packed into auditoriums and
classrooms to listen to keynote speakers and presenters share their wisdom and knowledge
while eating breakfast, lunch and/or dinner together at the same tables! We sat shoulder-toshoulder while we learned. We were able to truly embrace the unique energy of being
together; the type of energy that is unique only to a room of Child and Youth Care
Practitioners committed to professional development and providing the best possible care to
the young people, families and communities we collectively work alongside.
The world has shifted since then. That is undeniable. It doesn’t matter how you identify or
what you do, we have all been impacted in some way, shape or form by these uncertain
times. We have had to make personal sacrifices and our professional worlds have been
abruptly forced to shift quite dramatically as well. For many, this has been a time of struggle,
loss and financial hardship. For others, it has been a time of innovation and growth.
We know our Child and Youth Care community would have extended their support and
understanding if the Association made the decision to postpone the Conference until we
could all be together again in person, the way we are all hoping to do one day soon.
However, we truly believe that bringing together our tremendously creative, dynamic and
innovative community is exactly what is needed in this time; a co-created space to reconnect virtually with one another, get inspired by new ideas and practice approaches, and
engage in deep and transformational dialogues that improve our Child and Youth Care
practice.
Many of you have shifted your support of young people, families and communities, to
respond to the shifting world we live in. Your commitment has in turn inspired us to pivot as
well as ensure we continue to meet the needs of our members and non-members and
honour our longstanding commitment through technology and platforms some of us have
quickly learned to navigate and incorporate into our professional worlds.

The Association and Georgian College, along with our Conference Committee foresees
Child and Youth Care in a Shifting World as a time to gather to nurture our collective spirits.
This virtual conference will focus on themes of transformation, innovation, survival and
change. COVID-19 has exacerbated and exposed systemic issues, bringing to the forefront
the need for discourses that highlight the inequities practitioners work within. The toll on our
practices and communities has been significant. We recognize this and hope to foster
spaces in which we share and learn from our myriad of experiences.

We would like to recognize Georgian College for their endless support and generosity during
the planning and implementation of this Conference; in particular, the Child and Youth Care
program coordinators, Dr. Howard Bloom and Dr. Mary Ventrella, and Greg McGregor and
Emma Greenfield from the Indigenous Resource Centre. It has been a joy working with your
team. Thank you. We would also like to extend our endless gratitude to those who
volunteered to join the Conference Committee, as well as those who volunteered to support
the conference. Without your commitment, perseverance and limitless time and efforts this
would not be possible. To our presenters, thank you for broadly sharing your knowledge,
ideas and experiences. We have an eclectic team of presenters and know we will all leave
feeling inspired and energized. Lastly, we would like to thank you, Ontario’s Child and Youth
Care community, for leaning in, trusting us and partnering with us over the next few days to
attend, participate and re-establish connections with colleagues at the 2021 Ontario
Association of Child and Youth Care Provincial Conference.
We hope that each and every one of you enjoy our time together over the next few days. We
are committed to co-creating an equitable and inclusive virtual environment for all
Conference participants and presenters. We have a collective responsibility to foster safe
spaces, where all participants feel comfortable, safe and respected. Should you have any
questions or concerns, please reach out to us directly at conference.support@oacyc.org or
conference@oacyc.org.
Have a great time!
The Board of Directors
The Ontario Association of Child and Youth Care

Appreciations

The OACYC would like to thank the various conference
committees and their members for their expertise and time in
ensuring that our first online conference is a grand success.
Special thanks to Shadan & Luke for heading up the conference
as our co-chairs for this year!

Shadan is an Executive Director, the Equity and Inclusion Co-chair as well as the Conference
Committee Chair with the Ontario Association of Child and Youth Care. Shadan has 12 years
of field experience and utilizes an Anti-Oppressive, Healing-Centered, Restorative Justice and
Strengths-Based approach to practice as their passion lies in the pursuit of equitable systems
and spaces. Shadan chose to become a co-chair because the pandemic has provided us with
a unique opportunity to think and act creatively and pushes us to be different. Shadan is
here to support the development of a platform that highlights that.

Shadan Hyder
(She/Her/They/Them)
Toronto

[Image description: A close up picture of a brown-skinned femme-bodied person wearing red lipstick
and black eyeliner, with head angled slightly to the right, smiling into the camera. They have medium
length black hair with royal blue and purple highlights parted on the right side. They are wearing a
black shirt with a necklace that has black string and a copper pendant.]

Luke Smith is a graduate of the Algonquin College CYC Advanced Diploma Program and is
currently working on his degree in Child and Youth Care from Ryerson University. Luke is
based out of the Ottawa area and works as a community based counsellor with youth
involved in the criminal justice system. He is also a part-time instructor at Algonquin College
in the CYC program. Luke has a passion for working with youth and their families, helping
them to overcome the challenges they face and developing the skills they need to succeed.
[Image description: A picture featuring a light-skinned male from the shoulders up; wearing a knit,
brown, long sleeve shirt. He is smiling with styled short dark hair and a shaven face.]
Luke Smith (He/Him)
Gatineau

Mardi Ennis-Gregory, CYW, BA, has over twenty years of experience working directly with children,
adolescents and their families in a variety of settings. She is the Family Service Coordinator for
Bartimaeus in Toronto and Peel and is a Part-Time Faculty Member in the Child & Youth Work Program
at Humber College. Mardi has the role of Past Present on the OACYC and has been on the board for
over 5 years. Mardi has been a part of the planning on two other conferences and is excited to offer
support on this one. Mardi also grew up in Orillia, almost right next to Georgian College’s CYC Campus.
She has found memories of walking to the Georgian College as a child and ordering Fish and Chips on
Fridays during the summer. Some of Mardi’s family still reside in Orillia, even though she moved to
Toronto many years ago.

Mardi Ennis-Gregory (She/Her)
Toronto

[Image description: a close up picture of a light skinned woman, with long blonde straight hair, smiling at the
camera, with a grey background taken indoors. Mardi is wearing a black top and you can see a gold charm
necklace laying on top of the black top.]

Aurrora has been involved in practice and teaching in CYC for many years. Aurrora currently
teaches full time at Fleming College in Ontario as well as part time with the University of
Strathclyde in the MSc in CYC program. Aurrora sits as a Board of Directors on the Ontario
Association of Child and Youth Care and continues to work alongside young people and
families in a variety of capacities.
Aurrora was a co-chair for the 2019 Conference held in partnership with Fleming College.
They are excited to support this conference in its new virtual format.

Aurrora De Monte
(She/Her/they/them)
Peterborough

[Image description: a picture of a light skinned female with brown hair that falls over their right
shoulder. They are smiling and are wearing green glasses and a black short sleeve top. They are in
front of a fence with cascading green vines.]

Coura Niang is the current president of the Ontario Association of Child and Youth
Care.
[Image description: With a forward looking gaze, a black woman smiles into the camera. There is a
beach behind her, the sky is clear blue with green trees in the background.]

Coura Niang (She/Her)
Toronto

Mary graduated from the University of Victoria with a BA in Child and Youth Counselling
before completing her Masters in Family Support Work at Nova University, and her PhD in
Counselling Studies at Capella University. She is currently in the role of Coordinator of Child
and Youth Care program at Georgian College. Since 1989, both in private practice, as well as
at Peel Children’s Center, York Children’s Aid and Thistletown Regional Center, Mary has
engaged in all facets of individual, group and family work, and supervision, with special
focus on creativity, mindfulness therapy, resilience, visualization and meditation. She has
worked with multidisciplinary teams and sat on the board of the CYC Association.

Mary Ventrella (She/Her)
York Region

[Image description: Close up pic olive skin women, mid length curly hair, smiling. Wearing a black
jacket with a gold necklace that writes Mary.]

Dr. Howard M. Bloom is a professor of Child and Youth Care at Georgian College. Since 1998, Howard
has co-founded and directed a variety of recreational and live-in therapeutic programs for youth and
adults who are complex and at-risk due to their co-morbid neurobiological and mental health issues
including Blooming Acres and Apple Blossom Village. As a researcher and educator, Howard is
interested in experiences of mental health, cognitive, social and emotional psychopathology, ethics,
experiential learning, and therapeutic animals. Howard lives with his family at their rural homestead in
Oro-Medonte, Ontario. Howard teaches course in mental health issues, ethics, psychology, crisis
intervention and relational practice to diploma and degree level students in Child and Youth Care and
in Counselling Psychology.

Dr. Howard Bloom (He/him)
Georgian Bay

[Image description: Howard, a white male with short brown and graying hair and balding at the top and front, is
in front of a white background. He wears then silver-rimmed glasses and smiles at the camera. He also wears a
blue with small spots of red or a dark-colored open collared shirt and a navy blue thin corduroy sport jacket.]

Adrien McKenna CYW, BA CYC (Cert.), has been a Child and Youth Care Practitioner since
2001. Adrien has experience in numerous settings, including residential care, education, and
mental health. Currently, she works in outpatient services in a child and youth mental health
program providing parent support. She is on the Advocacy & Legislation Committee of the
OACYC and the Accessibility Advisory Council of Haldimand-Norfolk. Adrien has previously
been an instructor at Mohawk College. She is currently a master’s student in the School of
Child and Youth Care at Ryerson University and may be reached at
adrien.mckenna@ryerson.ca
[Image description: Light skinned, hazel eyed person wearing a purple sweater and red and pink
scarf. Their hair is medium brown and wavy, reaching their shoulders. They are smiling and fully
Adrien McKenna (She/Her)
facing the camera.]
Toronto

Patricia lives on a micro farm in Eastern Ontario with her spouse, five children, three dogs,
five cats, four horses, two goats, two quail, a sheep, a rabbit, a duck and a plethora of
chickens. Pre-COVID, Patricia ran an Equine Assisted Learning program from her farm and is
looking forward to re-opening in the future. She is currently enrolled in (and loving!)
Algonquin College’s Child and Youth Care program and all being well will graduate this
spring. She absolutely loves being part of conference committees and have been done so
before. She looks forward to using her knowledge to advocate and be a part of the
committee.
[Image description: Ash the black Labrador retriever on the left wearing a pink collar standing
between the front seats of the car. Patricia is sitting to the right of Ash. Her dark brown hair tied up a
Patricia Crockford (She/Her)
pony tail, she has blue/green eyes and a big smile.]
Eastern Ontario

Madison is at the beginning of her career as a CYCP, as a recent graduate of the Humber
Bachelor of Child and Youth Care program. She also obtained a Child and Youth Care
Advanced Diploma from Humber College, and Bachelor of Arts Degree in Sociology from
McMaster University. Her time at Humber College included being a part of the OACYC
Student Amplifier Committee from 2016-2019 as a Humber College Student Amplifier.
Madison has had the opportunity to participate in supporting the planning process of the
previous 2 OACYC Provincial conferences as a student volunteer. She is looking forward to
supporting this conference as the first virtual Provincial conference.

Madison Giffen (She/Her)
Toronto

[Image description: A close up picture of a light-skinned woman with brown hair and blond streaks,
wearing a grey turtleneck sweater, with head slightly angled to the left, smiling into the camera.
Washington Capitals team logo in top left corner partially visible.]

Seden Yesildag is a recent graduate of the Sheridan College CYC Advanced Diploma Program and at the beginning of her
second career as a CYC. She is based in Oakville, GTA and has been volunteering for a few community based organizations
as a Youth Mentor for a while. While studying as an international student and a student leader, Seden has become a very
active member of the Peer Mentorship Program where she used a Strength-Based approach to practice for the college
students to build confidence and reduce the stress of starting a new academic journey. She assisted in guiding and coaching
their journey in studying. She is very passionate about working with children, youth, and their families and channels her
education and life experience to advocate with and for the youth that she works with to help enhance their well-being and
improve their social networks. Seden has also been a part of the planning on different virtual workshops, events, and panels
while studying at Sheridan and wants to bring her international and organizational skills for OACYC’s first virtual Provincial
Conference. Seden is currently sitting on the Student Pandemic Advisory Committee at Sheridan College until June 2021 and
has become the one and only recipient of the Ontario Remembrance Scholarship for Sheridan and International Student
Leadership Award.

Seden Yesildag (She/Her)
Oakville

[Image desctiption: A picture of a light-skinned, brown hair female with one hand in her pocket and standing in front of Canadian and
Sheridan College flags, smiling and looking at the camera. She is wearing a dark colour formal business suit with a white blouse.]

Wafa BenMahmoud is a graduate of Sheridan College CYC Advanced Diploma Program. She is the first- ever
recipient of the CYC Elizabeth Fry Changemaker Award, an accolade presented to a student who has worked
to empower women and girls through a trauma-informed, inclusive and gender-responsive lens to
strengthen their emotional, cultural and social well-being. Wafa is also a Community Activist in the Muslim
Community at the GTA area and she is the founder of MATAB for Youth, an organization that targets
immigrants, new comers and refugee teenagers in the Muslim community. In addition, Wafa hopes to build
the bridges between caregivers and children through MATAB for Youth and improve diversity and inclusion
within the Canadian society. Wafa joined the conference committee for two reasons; the practical
experience and the personal journey. Wafa wishes to help lead the conference toward its goals and at the
same time, is an excellent learning opportunity for her own personal growth.
[Image description: A picture of a medium, brown-skinned female wearing glasses and a decorative head scarf with a

Wafa BenMahmoud (She/Her) gray blazer. Smiling and looking at the camera with her arms crossed.]
Toronto

Christina graduated with an advanced diploma in Child and Youth Work at George Brown College in
2007. Since then Christina spent 9 years with Toronto Children’s Aid Society in settings that include long
term treatment for victims of sexual abuse, admission and assessment of youth with a focus on
stabilization and reintegration into the community, along with a role focused on community support for
children and families in the Etobicoke region of Toronto. Christina has experience with independent
contact work that includes settings such as developmental services, pediatric mental health, as well as
residential services for both children and adults. Christina currently works in both emergency and
inpatient pediatric mental health with a focus on both independent and group skill building within a DBT
and CBT framework. Christina actively engages in policy planning and program development within the
Child and Youth Mental Health Program at McMaster Children’s Hospital.

Christina Carr (She/Her)
Hamilton

[Image description: woman with long red hair and dark rimmed glasses, pale complexion sitting on a dark grey
sofa.]

Shay Erlich is a hard of hearing, multiply disabled, and genderqueer child and youth
care practitioner, wheelchair dancer, and circus artist. Shay holds a MA degree in
Child and Youth Care from Ryerson University. Shay is the co-founder of The Cyborg
Circus Project, is a trans and disability led arts collective offering arts education,
performance and social support to disabled young people aged 16-35 in Canada,
centred in the Greater Toronto Area. Working through arts engagement, we
endeavour to empower disabled people to live as disabled artists in their
communities with the tools and support they need to thrive and make art.
Shay Erlich (They/Them)
Toronto

[Image description: Shay is a white, non-binary person in their early 30’s with short orange hair and an eyebrow
piercing. They are looking at the camera and smiling slightly. In this photo they are wearing a golden coloured
hat, dark green plaid button down hanging open, and a black shirt underneath. They are against a white
background.]

Joy Henderson is a new board member, CYC and writer. She is also a local community
activist with a passion about dismantling systems of inequity locally and across Turtle
Island, while additionally building new systems that honour Black, Indigenous and
racialized people, their voices and experiences.
[Image description: Photo of a brown skinned woman with curly hair and dark purple sweater standing
in front of a plain beige wall. Her hair is down and dark brown close to the roots and grows lighter
brown towards the end. She is looking straight at the camera smiling and wearing purple glasses with
various coloured crystals on the frames.]
Joy Henderson (She/her)
Toronto

Brittany Parsons is our OACYC Treasurer and supports the financial aspects of
conference planning while including her knowledge from planning the previous
OACYC conference in 2019.
[Image description: White woman with brown hair, brown eyes and glasses. She is wearing a grey
jacket, white scarf against a blurry background.]

Brittany Parsons (She/Her)
Toronto

Aaron is a graduate of the CYC program at Humber College, and works in the
education sector in Toronto. He has a passion for education and the mental wellbeing
of children and youth. Aaron hopes to one day open his on non-profit directed
towards helping children suffering from mental illness. Aaron joined the conference
committee this year to help with his tech and organizational skills.
[Image description: A Caucasian male wearing glasses and a blue shirt smiling at the camera]

Aaron Crhak (He/Him)
Toronto

Thank you to Georgian College for being our virtual host
Thank you to each and every conference volunteer for all the
work put in
Thank you to Audrey Gizzie, OACYC Office Administrator
for the countless hours of logistics

Our Sponsors
& Vendors
Thank you to all our sponsors for their generosity. With the support
from our sponsors, we made it possible to offer an accessible and
affordable virtual conference for all participants. We are grateful
for their ongoing support and appreciate their contributions.

Education
Day Schedule

Child and Youth Care in a Shifting World
OACYC Provincial Conference 2021

Tuesday - May 25, 2021
Education Day Opening - 10:00-10:35 AM
Introductions
Agenda for the Day
CYCEAB Update
First Presentation - 10:35-10:50 AM
Break - 10:50-11:00 AM
Second Presentation - 11:00-11:50 AM
Lunch Break 11:50-1:00 PM
Third Presentation - 1:00-1:50 PM
Break - 1:50-2:00 PM
Fourth Presentation - 2:00-2:50 PM
Break - 2:50-3:00 PM
Open Mic - Sharing Practices - 3:00-3:50 PM
Education Day Closing - 3:50-4:00 PM

Conference
Schedule

Child and Youth Care in a Shifting World
OACYC Provincial Conference 2021

Wednesday - May 26, 2021

Conference Opening - 8:30-10:30 AM
Land Acknowledgement
Message from Georgian College
Welcome & Blessing - Elder Ernestine
Baldwin
OACYC Welcome & Introduction
Opening Keynote
Morning Presentations - 10:30-12:30 PM
Lunch - 12:00-1:00 PM
Afternoon Presentations - 1:00-3:00 PM
Vendor Room 4:00-5:00 PM
Evening Presentations - 6:00-8:00 PM
Entertainment - 7:00-9:00 PM

Conference
Schedule

Morning Presentations - 10:00-12:00 AM
Lunch - 12:00-1:00 PM
Vendor Room - 1:00-2:00 PM
Student Game Room - 2:00-4:00 PM
Vendor Room 4:00-5:00 PM
Student Panel Discussion - 5:00-7:00 PM
Evening Presentations - 7:00-9:00 PM

Child and Youth Care in a Shifting World
OACYC Provincial Conference 2021

Thursday - May 27, 2021

Conference
Schedule

Child and Youth Care in a Shifting World
OACYC Provincial Conference 2021

Friday - May 28, 2021

Conference Closing - 9:00-12:00 PM
Land Acknowledgement
Closing & Blessing - Elder Ernestine Baldwin
Closing Keynote
Closing Thoughts
Lunch - 12:00-1:00 PM
Afternoon Presentations - 1:00-3:00 PM
Virbela - 2:00-4:00 PM
Vendor Room - 3:00-4;00 PM
Evening Presentations - 6:00-8:00 PM
Shoot the Shift - 7:00-9:00 PM

Education Day
Child and Youth Care Post
Secondary Education in a
Changing World
Competency: Professionalism

Master of Ceremonies:
Charlotte Serpa (She/Her) - Toronto, ON Treaty 13, traditional territory of
Mississaugas of the Credit, Anishnabeg, Chippewa, Haudenosaunee and Wendat
peoples.
Charlotte has been a full time Professor in the Child and
Youth Care programs at Humber Institute of Technology
and Advanced Learning in Toronto, Canada, since
2011. She has a 3-year diploma in Child and Youth
Work from Humber; a Bachelor degree in Community
Welfare – Youth Work from the University of Western
Sydney, Australia; and a Masters of Education from the
Ontario Institute for Studies in Education at the
University of Toronto. Prior to teaching in the CYC
program, Charlotte worked in residential care settings,
educational settings, and in youth homelessness. A
major focus in her work in the field was as a youth
substance use / harm reduction counsellor. Charlotte is
a member of the Ontario Association of Child and Youth
Care and sits on the OACYC legislation committee. She
is passionate about the future and quality of child and
youth care education.

Education Day
Presentations
Success factors of Foster Care Alumni in Postsecondary Education:
Implications for Future Initiatives
Presented by: Sean Elliott (He/Him)
Less than 44% of Foster Youth will complete high school and less than 5% will complete postsecondary
education. Lacking the privilege of family, many foster youth will end up homeless, engaged in criminal
behaviour, struggling with mental health, and prone to unhealthy sexual activity. Trauma, abuse, and
neglect have affected their childhood and adolescence. The bulk of research guiding practitioners focuses
on the deficit of why many foster youth will face adversity and insurmountable odds in completing
postsecondary education. In contrast, Sean’s research seeks to look at the psychological capital of a
select number of persistent foster care alumni reflecting on success factors relating to the completion of
postsecondary education in Ontario. Implications of this research can better assist government,
educators, and child welfare agencies in guiding foster care alumni to success in the future.

Sean Elliott (He/Him) – Central Ontario
Sean works with universities and colleges in Canada to assist
in the development of innovate Work-Integrated Learning. As
a survivor of the foster care system, Sean is a graduate of a
university degree in human services, a graduate certificate in
Career Development, and is presently completing his
Master’s of Education in Student Affairs.

Image Description: A picture of a person looking straight at the camera, and he is
smiling slightly. There is a black background with a circle frame. His hair is dark brown
and is short with a shorter-length beard that is brown and grey. His skin colour is white
with a few freckles. He is wearing dark blue glasses and a white collared shirt.

UFV- Child and Youth Care Community Core
Presented by: Christy Lowey (She/Her/Hers)
I will be presenting on a new core group created at the University of the Fraser Valley in the Child and
Youth Care department.
The CYC Community Core is intended for students at UFV in the Child and Youth Care program, those
with the intention of applying, as well as former graduates and professionals in the field of CYC! This is
a place where we can collaborate, create relationships, share community involvements and build the
field of Child and Youth Care. Within the CYCCC we work with students of all cohorts by providing oneon-one support academically and relationally. We are about connection, we do this through continuous
collaboration with others within the core group to find solutions to problems that are innovative and
relevant to the progress in this program and field.

Christy Lowey (She/Her/Hers) - Vancouver, BC
Christy Lowey- A fourth-year Child and Youth Care student at UFV who is working towards becoming a
registered Counsellor and a Child Life Specialist. I am also a Certified 200hr Yoga Instructor where I
combine this practice throughout my approach in healing to provide a more physical and mindful
approach to person-centred care.
I began the CYC Community Core along with two other students and alongside the CYC Faculty in
September of 2020 as a practicum through the CYC program at the University of the Fraser Valley.

Global Projects in CYC Education: Pandemic Possibilities
Presented by: Kelly Cassano (She/Her), Mary Ventrella (She/Her) & Heather Snell (She/Her)
Despite the challenges and trauma of the COVID pandemic – there have been creative responses by CYC
students and educators that have brought both imagination and relational practice to on -line teaching and
learning. In this session CYC students and faculty will share two international projects developed and
delivered virtually during the winter of 2021. Projects will include the unique global exchange between the
CYC program at Humber College, (Toronto, Canada), and the MSW program at Parul University, (Gujarat,
India); and the seminar style learning exchange between CYC students at Georgian College, (Barrie,
Canada) and MSc/CYC students from Strathclyde University. (Glasgow, Scotland). Come and learn about
CYC student exchanges, share resources, and maybe meet others who might be interested in joining you
in a future international, national or regional learning exchange!

Kelly Cassano (She/Her)
Kelly Cassano holds a MSc in CYC and has spent over twenty
years learning from resilient and bright young people in the
field of Child and Youth Care, in both direct practice and
management. She has also spent twelve of these years
teaching in Child and Youth Care programs at two colleges,
where her students continue to inspire her work. She believes
that wherever you go and whatever you do, infuse it with love!
Image Description: A close-up picture of a woman (Kelly) smiling while standing in front
of a door.

Mary Ventrella (She/Her)
Mary graduated from the University of Victoria with a BA in
Child and Youth Counselling before completing her Masters in
Family Support Work at Nova University, and her PhD in
Counselling Studies at Capella University. She is currently in
the role of Coordinator of Child and Youth Care program at
Georgian College. Since 1989, both in private practice, as well
as at Peel Children’s Center, York Children’s Aid and
Thistletown Regional Center, Mary has engaged in all facets of
individual, group and family work, and supervision, with special
focus on creativity, mindfulness therapy, resilience,
visualization and meditation. She has worked with
multidisciplinary teams and sat on the board of the CYC
Association.
Image Description: Close up pic olive skin women, mid length curly hair, smiling.
Wearing a black jacket with a gold necklace that writes Mary.

Heather Snell (She/Her)
Heather is drawn to the ‘in-betweens’ where disciplines merge.
She has participated with youth in wilderness adventures, and
toddlers in hospital settings. She has shared residential care
environments, advocated with youth challenged by brain
injuries, and supported families and young people facing
terminal illness. Heather has collaborated with young people in
community arts initiatives; curated multi arts festivals and
situated arts experiences as placemaking – all through the lens
of Child and Youth Care.
In addition to direct care, Heather has been part of many CYC
educational teams - teaching with Humber College, Ryerson
University and Strathclyde University in Glasgow. As an
educator, Heather coordinated both the diploma and degree
CYC programs at Humber College. She was a founding
member of the Child and Youth Care Education Accreditation
Board of Canada, and now continues to work as part of both
the CYCEAB Education and Research Committees. As an
advocate for relational and congruent CYC education,
Heather’s work has included: “Turn out the Lights?” – the multidisciplinary collaborative keynote opening the OACYC
Provincial Conference 2017, the closing keynote at the 2018
World CYC Conference - ‘Nurturing Hope’ - and “How We
Know” - a multi-arts, performance presented at ‘Running with
Concepts: The Empathy Edition’ Blackwood Gallery, University
of Toronto. Heather has published several resource books for
families and was the editor of Relational Child and Youth Care
Practice from 2014 until 2019. In 2017, Heather was
recognized with the Ontario Association of Child and Youth
Care Award of Excellence, and in 2018 the Laurie Pallet Award
of Excellence from the Mississauga Arts Council.
Heather has chaired elementary and post secondary School
Councils, and the Ontario Ministry of Education Council for
Speciality Arts Schools. She has been recognized as an
expert in universal design by the Ontario Supreme Court. Her
advocacy work and consultancy with the Ontario Human Rights
Commission lead directly to provincial legislative changes
regarding accessibility. Heather is a former international coach
with the Canadian Paralympic team, and the founder of the
Canadian Wheelchair Sport Junior Sport development
program. Heather and her life partner share a house in Port
Credit … which like Heather … is constantly ‘in progress.’

Image Description: Smiling older woman with white
hair gently applauding.

The Land is our Classroom: Decolonizing Child & Youth Care
Presented by: Sarah Wright Cardinal
Decolonization begins with acknowledging the systems in which we live, teach, and practice
disadvantage BIPOC families and communities. This presentation will focus on Indigenous landbased practice to support healthy Indigenous children & youth identity development and will include
some insights on the history of racism in Canada, approaches to allyship, and impacts more broadly
on BIPOC communities. Ways forward center Indigenous knowledge systems of the territories in
which we live.

Sarah Wright Cardinal - Village of Siaosun, T’Sou-ke Nation (Sooke, BC).
Dr. Sarah Wright Cardinal, Assistant Professor, School of Child & Youth Care, University of Victoria, is
a Cree educator from northern treaty 8 territory with Coast Salish, Dene, and Nuu-chah-nulth
extended family relations. She also has Scottish and English relations through adoption. Her work
centers the importance of healing from colonial disruptions to Indigenous identities and addressing
these fractures with land, water and spirit-based teachings and practices that contribute to children,
youth, and community wellness. Sarah is the lead author of Generations Lost. A Sixties Scoop
curriculum by The Legacy of Hope Foundation. She was the Undergraduate Program Chair (20192020) and led the Bachelor of Child & Youth Care curriculum renewal.

The Land is our Classroom, IdeaFest presentation 2020: The Pacheedaht Nation
singers and dancers reclaiming Nuu-chah-nulth teachings. A partnership with SCYC
faculty member Dr. Sarah Wright Cardinal.

Conference
Vendor
Schedule
Wednesday May 26, 2021
4 - 5 PM
Canadian Scholars

Thursday May 27, 2021
1 - 2 PM
CYC Net
Alphabee & AlphabeePRO
CYC Assets
Kinark
4 - 5 PM
Bartimeaus & Brayden
Circle for Restorative Circles
CA Consultants

Friday May 28, 2021
3 - 4 PM
wm+a
Halton District School Board

Conference Opening
**Wednesday Morning**
Opening Message from Georgian College

Dr. Stephanie Dimech (She/Her/Hers) - Dean of Human Services & Community Safety
Prior to beginning her postsecondary career, Stephanie served
as a Social Worker and then as a Police Constable with Halton
Regional Police Service. Stephanie moved into the College
system in 2004. After 9 years as faculty, Stephanie moved into
administration and has built her formal leadership and
management experience over the last 11 years. Prior to
becoming Dean, Human Services and Community Safety,
Campus Principal at Orillia, Georgian College, Stephanie was a
faculty member and Associate Dean at Sheridan and then
moved to an Associate Dean position at Humber College.
Stephanie holds a PhD in Educational Administration from
University of Toronto, Ontario Institute for Studies in Education
(OISE) with a focus in leadership, policy, equity and inclusion.
She completed her Master of Education at OISE concurrently
with the Graduate Collaborative Program in Women’s Studies
and Gender Studies at University of Toronto. Stephanie also
holds a Bachelor of Social Work from Ryerson University with a
minor in Public Administration.
Stephanie and her partner are volunteer certified dog handlers
and work with their dog Attie who is a double certified member
of the Canine Ambassador Program (CAP), a program that is
part of the Sweet Charity Medical Assisted Dogs organization.
Stephanie also volunteers her time on the board of Directors
for the Canadian Foundations for Animal Assisted Services
(CFAS).

Image description: Stephanie has short hair that is
black with some grey. She is wearing a white shirt
with a collar under a black blazer.

Megan Fenton (She/Her) - Associate Dean of Human Services & Community Safety
In her 16 years with Georgian College, Megan has moved
through roles with progressive responsibilities in employment
services, student and career services, student leadership and
academics.
As the Associate Dean for Human Services and Community
Safety, Megan provides administrative and academic oversight
to a dynamic faculty and support staff team across five campus
locations. She is committed to leading with respect, trust and
accountability to support student and staff success.
Megan’s education includes a Master of Arts, Integrated
Studies degree in Educational Studies and Work,
Organizations and Leadership, a post-graduate certificate in
Human Resources Management, and a Bachelor of Arts,
Honours degree in Criminal Justice and Public Policy. Prior to
joining Georgian, she worked as a probation officer, and as an
HR recruiter within a large gaming facility.

Image description: A femme-bodied person is
looking at the camera smiling,

Welcome and Blessing: Elder Ernestine Baldwin

Elder Ernestine Baldwin (She/her)
My traditional name is Nwaatin Kwe, Calm Water Woman. I am
a member of Chippewas of Nawash Unceded First Nation.
I have been married for 62 years, blessed with 9 children and
have recently become a Great great-grandmother. In 1996, the
Barrie indigenous community honoured me with an Eagle
Feather and recognized me as an Elder.
I returned to school at the age of 50 and decided I wanted to
re-learn my original language with the goal of passing it on to
the next generation. The decision opened many doors. After
graduating in 1995, I taught the Ojibwe language at elementary
schools in Orillia and Rama First Nation. I retired in 2010, at
the age of 70.
In September 2010, Georgian College invited me to be a
Visiting Elder at the Indigenous Resource Centre, Barrie
campus where I have continued my work teaching the Ojibwe
language and providing guidance to students. I am Nookmis –
Grandmother to the students.

Image description: Elder Ernestine is smiling while
sitting in a white outdoor tent and holding an eagle
feather in her hand. She is wearing a shawl over a
white button up shirt.

Opening Keynote – ReFiled, DeFiled, MisFiled, and Hired: CYCPs From
Care Becoming The Change We Want To See In A Shifting World (2 hrs)

Presented by: Jailin Daley, Krys Bonikowsky, Sean Guptill, Shannon Cherry, Tereka T, Wolfgang
Vachon.
This collaborative presentation comes out of an arts-based inquiry using audio dramas to explore the
experiences of CYCPs from care. Taking case files as a starting point, we ask, how is a person’s past
inscribed upon them, what do we each bring that allows us to engage in this work, and what does lived
experience mean for Child and Youth Care. This presentation is an invitation for all of us to reflect on how
we can honour our whole selves while being responsive and caring to those we work with.

Jailin Daley
Born in Toronto, is a young Jack of many trades. He is a selftaught professional Hip Hop choreographer that has taught
classes for 6 years and counting. He also acts in multiple roles
in films such as Netflix Grand Army, Ginny & Georgia, Lock n
Key and much more to come. When he's not working, he uses
his free time learning languages and volunteering at shelters.

Krys Bonikowsky
Is a passionate mental health advocate with lived experience
as a former youth in care navigating various mental health
systems. She is a recent graduate of the Child and Youth Care
diploma program through Humber College in Toronto, and is
continuing her education to pursue her BACYC from Humber in
the fall. Krys hopes to use her lived experience to provide
support to at-risk youth. You can find out more about Krys'
journey in becoming a CYCP at
https://caringwithkrys.weebly.com/.

Sean Guptill
Is currently enrolled at Humber College in Toronto completing
his bachelor's in CYC, as well as being a student amplifier for
the OACYC, and a frontline case manager at a youth shelter,
where he lived in when he was 16. “As CYCPs, I believe our
role is to plant seeds in the development and change of
relationships and behaviours of the people we support. We
may never get to see the flower or the fruit that these seeds we
plant develop into but being part of the process is special to
me”.

Shannon Cherry
is a school-based CYCP (from care) who has been working in
Child and Youth Care for nearly two decades. Throughout her
career, she has engaged in working with young people in
residential placements, treatment centers who have conflict
with the law, and young people with complex neurologies. She
is near completion of her Masters in CYC at Ryerson
University, where her primary focus has been youth leadership
in child welfare.

Tereka T
Is a passionate, Toronto-based performing artist. Combining
her training in dance, theatre and music she is constantly
looking for avenues to explore and tell diverse stories.
Working in various styles including Samba, Vernacular Jazz,
Afro-Caribbean Contemporary and Burlesque she has had
the opportunity to tour and perform in North America, the
Caribbean, the UK and Nigeria. She is an advocate for
comprehensive arts education for youth and has worked with
the TDSB and various non-profit arts programs as an
instructor and mentor.
She is most recently the recipient of a Dora Moore Award for
Best Ensemble (Dance) with the cast of Holla Jazz Floor'd
and dancer in Esie Mensah's Dora nominated Shades.

Wolfgang Vachon
Has worked with children and youth as a practitioner, artist,
and educator for close to three decades. Community-arts
practice has informed his work with diverse young people in
multiple contexts including residential placement, street
outreach, and counselling services, among others. Wolfgang is
a faculty member in Child and Youth Care at Humber College,
a PhD candidate at the University of Victoria, and a host of
CYC Podcast: Discussions on Child and Youth Care
(www.cycpodcast.org).

Thinking outside of the box, a non traditional approach to Internship (2 hrs)
Presented by: Saira Batasar-Johnie (She/Her) & Jaclyn Ng Man Chuen (She/Her)
Competency: Professionalism
Key Takeaways:
Support CYCs in understanding how to think outside of the box
Provide real life experiences from students and mentors
Provide results from students and mentors based on surveys
The sector of Child and Youth Care, like many others, has had to adapt their approach to effectively
respond to the needs of children, youth, families, and communities during the pandemic. They have
had to be creative in their delivery of programs, revamping and training their staff, and provide support
in ways that were not previously practiced in the field. As one of the Internship Coordinator in Ontario,
I can say that Field Education Coordinators across Canada have had to be extremely creative in
providing quality learning experiences for their students.
As such, the School of Child and Youth Care has partnered with the Tri-Mentoring Program & Live
Actor Simulations Department at Ryerson University to develop an innovative learning experience for
second year students to complete their Internship. This is in response to the shortage of field
placement opportunities and the need for virtually based Internship options for students and their
families to stay safe during the pandemic. In this project, students engage in a series of different
simulated experiences facilitated by the Live Actor Simulation department and are matched with a
Child and Youth Care Practitioner mentor, who is currently working in the field. Students engage
directly with a Child and Youth Care mentor on a weekly basis.

Saira Batasar-Johnie (She/Her) - Toronto, ON
Locates herself as a brown, Indo-Caribbean Canadian cisgender woman of
Indo Caribbean/South Asian Indian descent and 1st generation settler in
T’karonto/Toronto, Ontario situated on the territory of the Anishinaabe,
Mississaugas of the New Credit and Haudenosaunee Peoples, with
recognition to "The Dish With One Spoon" wampum and Treaty 13. Saira’s
family were immigrants escaping violence and oppression in Guyana and a
new beginning from Trinidad. Why this is important for her to recognize this
with you is because understanding colonization and our history, starts here,
starts in the conversations we have and the notion that we will not continue
to reproduce the history that has destroyed many indigenous families. Saira
graduated from Humber College in 2011 with an honours diploma in Child
and Youth Work and furthered her education with a Bachelor of Arts in Child
and Youth Care degree at Ryerson University. She completed a Master of
Arts in Child and Youth Care, also at Ryerson University. Her graduate
research focused on supervision for child and youth care practitioners
working in the education sector. Saira has worked as a child and youth
worker in residential settings with young people who have experienced
abuse, trauma, or mental health challenges, in community programs for atpotential youth and women and children escaping violence, and in the
education sector supporting students in kindergarten to grade 12 and
teaching at the post-secondary level. Saira is currently the Internship
Coordinator at Ryerson University in the School of Child and Youth Care
and a Part-time contract lecturer. She is a Child and Youth Care Worker as
well as a mom, wife, daughter, sister, and friend.

image description: this is a close -up, selfie photo of
a brown-skinned person, appearing feminine who
is smiling at the camera and making eye contact
with the lens. They are wearing dark burgundy
lipstick and their long, black hair is loosely curled,
framing their face. They have a silver nose hoop on
the left side of the nose. They are also wearing
silver earrings and a navy blue and white floral shirt.

Jaclyn Ng Man Chuen (She/Her) - Vaughan, ON
ocates herself as an Asian-Canadian cisgender woman of
Filipino and Chinese Mauritian descent and is a second
generation settler in Vaughan, Ontario situated on the
traditional Territories and Treaty Lands, in particular those of
the Mississaugas of the New Credit First Nation, as well as the
Anishinaabeg of the Williams Treaty First Nations, the HuronWendat, and the Métis Nation. Jaclyn graduated with an
honours Bachelor of Child and Youth Care program at Ryerson
University in 2015. She completed a Master of Arts in Child and
Youth Care, also at Ryerson University in 2017. Her graduate
research focused on the experiences of Asian-identifying
young people accessing and/or receiving mental health
services in Toronto. Jaclyn has worked as a child and youth
care practitioner in elementary and high schools, hospitals,
community programs, group homes, and residential settings
with a number of different young people, including those who
have experienced abuse, trauma, or mental health challenges.
Jaclyn has also taught CYC courses at the post-secondary
level. Jaclyn is currently a child and youth worker at DPCDSB,
a senior research assistant at Ryerson University, and a parttime professor at George Brown College and Humber College.
Jaclyn has two dogs and is a lover of plants.

Image description: A light tan skinned female with
dark hair and brown eyes is standing in front of a
stone wall. She has a silver hoop nose ring on her
left nostril, wears an olive green t-shirt and smiles at
the camera

Engaging Indigenous Youth During COVID-19 and Beyond (1.5 hrs)
Presented by: Evan James Redsky
Competency: Cultural and Human Diversity
Evan Redsky, youth drop- in worker at the Native Youth Resource Centre in Toronto, will discuss how
to create exciting activities and initiatives with Indigenous youth. By discussing exciting projects that
he has worked on in the past and his hopes for the future, Redsky will provide attendees with ideas on
how to engage Indigenous youth in a way that promotes community and connectivity during COVD19.

Evan James Redsky
Evan James Redsky is an Ojibway singer/songwriter from Blind
River, ON by way of Toronto. He currently works as a drop-in
worker at the Native Youth Resource Centre where he
develops programs to engage youth during COVID-19,
including a podcast and a streetwear brand. As an employee of
one of Canada’s largest Indigenous agencies, his focus is
amplifying young Indigenous voices and perspectives.

image description: Evan Redsky stands on a
subway platform in a button-up black peacoat.

Down the Rabbit Hole (2 hrs)
Presented by: Shana Dorley (She/Her), Mariella Greatbanks (She/Her), Jessica Whelan
(She/Her) & Luke Smith (He/Him)
Competency: Developmental Practice Methods
Key Takeaways:
How tailoring service delivery & combining clinical models helps improve treatment/outcomes.
The importance of relationship building and engagement in the treatment process.
Working with youth involved in the criminal justice system, child welfare, street level violence and
gang involvement, and human trafficking requires a service delivery model that is continuously
innovative; and this year has been no different. Youturn uses a holistic service delivery approach with
youth presenting with complex needs (and their families) aged 12-25 to reduce recidivism, improve
mental health, establish community connections, and build their cognitive and practical skills. Blending
multiple evidence based clinical approaches ensures staff are implementing strategies and
interventions that are individually tailored to the youth and leading to improved outcomes. Our agency
has a long history of working effectively with youth who intersect with justice, mental health, addiction
and child welfare systems and often present as reluctant to participate in formal counseling or
programming. We believe our client centered approach and flexibility in treatment models is the key to
the positive results Youturn continues to see. In this workshop we will take a look into how Youturn
successfully engages reluctant youth and blends clinical approaches to best serve these clients’
individual complex needs.

Shana Dorley (She/Her)
Shana Dorley is a Child and Youth Worker graduate from Algonquin in 2014. She started working as a
youth worker at Blair Court Community House in 2012 and quickly fell in love with community work,
she then joined on at Somerset West Community Health Center as a CYW at their Community House;
Rochester Heights. After graduation Shana moved back to the United States where she worked as an
Applied Behavior Analysis Therapist. Shana then packed up and moved to Indonesia to work a year
contract for a small non profit working as a Youth Employment Trainer. Since returning to Ottawa,
Shana jumped back into working at Community Houses as a Youth Manager and developing
programs for different community houses. In June 2019 Shana joined the Youturn team. In the same
year she also began facilitating the Outdoor Activities course for 2nd & 3rd year CYC students with
Algonquin College.

Mariella Greatbanks (She/Her)
Mariella Greatbanks graduated from Algonquin College with an Advanced Diploma in Child and Youth
Care. Mariella works as a community-based counsellor working with high-risk criminally involved
youth. Mariella has taken on a mentorship role for students at Algonquin college who are in their final
year of the Child and Youth Care program. Mariella has a passion for working with hard-to-reach youth
and believes that all youth have the ability to succeed if given the right support and resources.

Jessica Whelan (She/Her)
Jessica Whelan graduated from Humber Institute of Advance learning with a CYC Advance Diploma
and a Bachelor of Arts Degree majoring in Psychology. Jessica works with high-risk youth in the
community and has been working on the frontlines of youth justice and mental health for 10 years.
Jessica also sits on the Ottawa Youth Justice and Service Network Committee and believes the best
support for a youth is an authentic therapeutic connection.

Luke Smith (He/Him)
Luke Smith is a graduate of the Algonquin College CYC Advanced Diploma Program and is currently
working on his degree in Child and Youth Care from Ryerson University. Luke is based out of the
Ottawa area and works as a community-based counsellor with youth involved in the criminal justice
system. He is also a part-time instructor at Algonquin College in the CYC program. Luke has a passion
for working with youth and their families, helping them to overcome the challenges they face and
developing the skills they need to succeed.

Making a Difference for LGBTQ2S+ Children and Young
People in Foster Care (1.5 hrs)
Presented by: Marli Senecal (She/Her) & Cynthia Sophia Gonzales (She/Her)
Competency: Culture and Human Diversity
Key Takeaways:
Participants will leave with a greater understanding of their role in supporting LGBTQ2S+ youth and
strategies for creating safe and inclusive environments.
As agents of change this presentation will guide you through a holistic approach in how you support, care
and mentor a young person who identifies LGBT2SQ+ within the child welfare system. The presenters
will examine and educate participants on environmental factors, cultural competencies, level’s of safety
and relational frameworks associated within this community.

Marli Senecal (She/Her) - Toronto, ON
Marli Senecal CYW, has been working for the past 5 years as
a Child and Youth Worker for Key Assets. She has worked
directly with children and youth who are exploring their
identities, while providing support and guidance for the
youth’s well being. . Marli has created and delivered multiple
in house trainings at Key Assets including Unconscious Bias,
and Indigenous Canadian History to support and educate
staff and foster carers in ongoing learning. Marli is an active
OACYC member.
image description: Marli, a white woman with dark curly long hair, is outside on a
bright day. She wears black thick rimmed glasses and smiles at the camera. She
also wears a black long sleeved shirt.

Cynthia Sophia Gonzales (She/Her) Mississauga, ON
Cynthia Sophia Gonzales CYC, has obtained her diploma and
degree in Child and Youth Care. Cynthia has been employed
with Key Assets for the last 5 years as a Child and Youth
Worker. In her role as a CYW she works directly with children
and youth as a 1-1 counsellor to help them integrate into their
foster home, develop skills and maintain/form relationships.
Additionally she facilitates trainings and groups for foster carers
and children and youth involved in the organization. Cynthia is
an active OACYC member.
image description: Cynthia, a light-skinned person with long brownish red hair is
outside on a bright day.

Self in CYC: Trauma-informed Mindfulness Training for CYC
Professionals (1.5 hrs)
Presented by: Annu Gaidhu (She/Her)
Competency: Professionalism
Key Takeaways:
Define Trauma and Identify Principles of Trauma-Informed Practice
Recognize how Trauma shows up in the body and behaviours
Practice Scientifically supported mindfulness skills through grounding, sensory orienting,
containment, self-soothing, resourcing and self-compassion techniques
Identify the most common ways mindfulness techniques can be re-traumatizing and learn common
ways to assist individuals during situations of activating or triggering trauma
While there is growing research that supports the use of mindfulness training to be beneficial for
individuals with trauma histories; without a thorough understanding of trauma; mindfulness approaches
can be re traumatizing and triggering.Utilizing trauma-informed principles, this webinar will introduce
participants to the benefits and cautions of using mindfulness training with individuals, families, and
communities who have experienced or been affected by trauma. Through an interactive session,
participants will practice specific mindfulness skills that respond to trauma symptoms and learn strategies
to establish safety when delivering mindfulness-based interventions and approaches with clients.
Becoming Trauma-Informed begins with self-awareness and a thorough understanding of traumainformed principles. This webinar is for professionals who would like to learn and practice mindfulness
approaches to enhance personal development; as well as professional practice with youth ages 12-24
and communities with histories of trauma.

Annu Gaidhu (She/Her) - India, from
Mississauga, ON
From a very young age, Annu learned that to heal and love others; we must
first set it in motion for ourselves. As a South Asian Canadian woman, a
daughter of immigrants and a person who identifies with a disability, the
practice of Yoga taught her about the basic fundamental rights of existence,
to love and be loved through unlearning internalized oppressive behaviours
via Self-knowledge and Self-awareness. An experienced Child and Youth
Worker, Annu holds a Master's and undergraduate Bachelor's Degree in
Child and Youth Care from Ryerson University. Her research focuses on
identifying and addressing entrenched systemic discrimination, both indirect
and direct, and the critical examination of educational pedagogy, colonial
and anti-racism/anti-oppressive frameworks within education. In 2015, she
married her love of child welfare and activism, establishing a non-profit
organization,
The Healing Hearts Project Poverty Relief Initiative , to address the prevalence of poverty and food insecurity within BIPOC
communities. She has successfully led fundraising activities abroad for sustainable development projects focusing on building
and enhancing safe spaces for youth to play, access to clean drinking water and warm clothing. Annu believes in centering the
ancient principles of Ayurveda and Yoga into a modern-day practice suitable for BIPOC communities of all ages, abilities and
body types. Annu specializes in supporting women and youth create and sustain healthy lifestyles for themselves and their
families through proper diet and herbs aromatherapy, panchakarma, Yoga and meditation.

Housing Foster Youth (1.5 hrs)
Presented by: Charlene April (She/Her)
Competency: Developmental Practice Methods
Key Takeaways:
Participants will leave knowing what the problems and obstacles are for youth who are looking for
housing in Ontario and what Creating Roots can do to help.
Participants will also leave knowing how I tried to create a tiny home village and actually built a tiny
home in 2020 that had to be sold due to COVID.
Our mission is to mentor foster youth through permanent and all-inclusive housing supports while
breaking down the barriers that exist in Ontario as well as to offer scholarships every year to foster youth
to pursue careers in Real Estate.

Charlene April (She/Her) Toronto, ON
Charlene has been a first voice advocate for foster youth in
Ontario for over 20 years. She has merged her Child and
Youth Worker Diploma, Real Estate License and Financial
License with her lived experience to make Creating Roots, a
federally incorporated non-profit that benefits foster youth
between the ages of 15- 29. When she is not helping people
sell homes, she is helping youth stay off the street while
teaching them financial literacy and how to be the perfect
tenant. In her spare time she enjoys spending time with her
two boys, singing karaoke online and playing gin.

image description: Charlene, a short white woman
with really short light blonde hair, is in front of a blue
backdrop. She wears a simple necklace with an
antique key and smiles with teeth at the camera. She
also wears a black shirt and dark blue jeans

Healing the Inner Self (1.5 hrs)
Presented by: Ashley Tyms
Competency: Relationships & Communication
Key Takeaways:
Participants will gain awareness of holistic perspectives/approaches that can lend them self to a
child's treatment or intervention plan.
Participants will gain an understanding of the Human Energy Field & Chakra systems & how this can
empower CYC's to build self awareness, while assisting to build the child/youth's awareness too.
Participants will explore self-reflective activity that can empower them using insight learned & group
discussion.
Participants will gain an understanding of Reiki principals & mindful techniques (breath & meditation)
that offer self-regulation and connect the group together.
My presentation will offer holistic perspectives, Reiki principals & energetic components to healing,
support work & self-awareness.

Ashley Tyms
My name is Ashley Tyms; I am a CYC & Reiki Practitioner. I
have a warm sensitive approach & an affinity for people of all
ages; especially children. My experience ranges from school
& camp settings, treatment home, life skills programming &
latency aged programs. I currently work at my home studio
where I offer community support to adults, children & youth
through intuitive counselling & Reiki sessions. My passion is
to seek truth, stand for nature, empower people; love
unconditionally. My self commitment is to create humour,
team work and balance & share with others.

Panel Discussion - Frontline Fatigue: Sharing our challenges, lessons
and triumphs of practice in a global pandemic (1.5 hrs)
Panellists: Adrien McKenna (She/Her), Lesley Greig (She/Her), Christina Carr (She/Her) & Avery
Thomas (She/Her)
Competency: Professionalism
Key Takeaways:
Opportunity to discuss the impact of the pandemic on child and youth care practitioners
Sharing of resources and strategies that have been helpful during this unprecedented time
This panel discussion will provide participants with the opportunity to talk about the impact of the global
pandemic on frontline workers, specifically Child and Youth Care Practitioners. We hope this forum
allows us to share our own experiences as well as how we’ve navigated the seas of uncertainty, despite
the numerous challenges and adjustments we’ve all endured over the last 14 months. We will explore the
hardships, lessons, and silver linings while reflecting on how our practice has evolved.

Adrien McKenna (She/Her) - Caledonia, ON
Adrien McKenna CYW, BA CYC (Cert.), has been a Child and
Youth Care Practitioner since 2001. Adrien has experience in
numerous settings, including residential care, education, and
mental health. Currently, she works in outpatient services in a child
and youth mental health program providing parent support. She is
on the Advocacy & Legislation Committee of the OACYC and the
Accessibility Advisory Council of Haldimand-Norfolk. Adrien has
previously been an instructor at Mohawk College. She is currently
a master's student in the School of Child and Youth Care at
Ryerson University and may be reached at
adrien.mckenna@ryerson.ca
image description: Light skinned, hazel eyed person wearing a blue sweater.
Their hair is medium brown and wavy, reaching their shoulders. They are smiling
and fully facing the camera.

Lesley Greig (She/Her) - Hamilton, ON
Lesley Greig by profession is a Child and Youth Mental Health
Practitioner who has worked in children’s Mental Health for more
than 30 years. Her careers’ work has included over 16 years with
St Josephs’ Healthcare as a Child and Youth crisis worker and a
Child and Youth Practitioner with McMaster Child and Youth
Mental Health in Patient unit. Lesley is the founder and managing
director of THINK'n Corp. She received the Provincial “Award of
Excellence in Child & Youth Crisis Work in 2007”. Lesley is a proud
recipient of the 50 over 50 Entrepreneurs award for 2019.
image description: Light skinned person wearing a yellow short sleeved sweater
over a white blouse. They have on a silver necklace and are wearing four beaded
bracelets. They have their right hand touching the side of their face. They have a
slight smile and are fully facing the camera.

Christina Carr (She/Her) - Hamilton, ON
Christina has been a Child and Youth Worker since 2003.
Christina worked with Toronto Children’s Aid Society in
settings that include long term treatment, admission and
assessment residential programs, as well as community
support for children and families in the Etobicoke region.
Christina currently works in both emergency and inpatient
pediatric mental health with the Child and Youth Mental
Health Program at McMaster Children’s Hospital. She is
currently on the board of directors with the Ontario
Association of Child and Youth Care and co-chairs the
Advocacy & Legislation Committee.
image description: Light skinned person wearing a black shirt. Their hair is auburn
colour and wavy, reaching their shoulders. They have a slight smile and are fully
facing the camera.

Avery Thomas (She/Her) - Hamilton. ON
Avery has been a Child and Youth Care Practitioner since
2015 when she first completed the CYW Advanced Diploma
program at Mohawk College. Since, she has completed her
BA CYC and is a current student in the Master’s CYC
program at Ryerson University. Avery has experience with
Community Living, with community support programs and
currently works in both emergency and inpatient pediatric
mental health with the Child and Youth Mental Health
Program at McMaster Children’s Hospital. Avery also has
experience as a Graduate Assistant with the School of CYC
at Ryerson University.
image description: Light skinned person wearing a pale blue shirt. They have a
thin gold chain necklace on. Their hair is medium brown and is pulled back into a
low bun. They are smiling and fully facing the camera.

Wednesday
Presentations
**Afternoon**
Juggling Crises: Challenging Systemic Racism During A Global
Pandemic (2 hrs)
Presented by: Natasha Halliday
Competency: Culture and Human Diversity
Key Takeaways:
Recognize the need for ongoing examination and challenging of systemic racism.
Impact on providing care in Child and Youth Care.
Examining intersectionality, location and privilege.
Recommendations for moving forward.
On the heels of learning that life changed as we knew it due to COVID-19, an anti-black racism crisis
erupted. Not unlike coronavirus, the policies and practices of anti-black racism have long been in
existence, however cases of violence towards black people rose and were much more visible. While
providing care and support to young people maneuver such unparalleled times, it is imperative to
address, support and help them navigate the racial crisis, especially those living in black bodies. This
calls to question the capability of staff, programs and organizations to appropriately support their clients.
It’s of utmost necessity to look at where we are at and what is required moving forward.

Natasha Halliday
Natasha Halliday, MA, CYCP, RSW, is a Clinical Navigator in
the LINK Program a transitional aged youth program. She
received her Masters in Child and Youth Care at Ryerson
University in Toronto, Canada, in 2018. She has worked with
youth for over 20 years in a variety milieus. She started out in
community settings, including residential treatment homes
and a community agency, working with 'at risk' youth in
Toronto's east end. She has focused the bulk of her practice,
working in child and adolescent mental health programs at
five Greater Toronto Area hospitals. She has taught in the
Child and Youth Care Program at Centennial College. She
has spoken at mental health forums, workshops, webinars,
and conferences. Natasha is on the steering committee for
Pathways to Care a program working to improve addiction
and mental health services for Black children and youth, and
their families in Ontario.

Burnout Recovery Beyond Self Care (2 hrs)
Presented by: Jenn Bruer (She/Her)
Competency: Developmental Practice Methods
Key Takeaways:
Learn where to reach out for diagnostic criteria of burnout
Understand the importance of diet and carbs in dealing with stress
Identify what adaptogenic herbs are and how they can help with stress
Outline the importance of sleep pertaining to stress management
Identify what light therapy is and how to apply it to balance stress
Identify what forms of movement are best for stress management
Learn about the importance of the mind and how this can impact stress
Introduced to mindfulness and its basic concept
In this 2-hour workshop, self-help author Jenn Bruer, delivers this presentation from a very personal
lens, having recovered from burnout herself. She will walk you through how to identify stress in the body,
what diagnostic tools will assist you in determining your personal level of stress or burnout, how
hormones impact stress management, and finally, she will introduce you to 5 pragmatic strategies to
bringing those stress hormones back into balance.

Jenn Bruer (She/Her) - Mississauga, ON
Jenn Bruer is a CYC and a retired foster parent after
eighteen years of service with the Children’s Aid Society of
Toronto. Jenn is the author of Helping Effortlessly: A Book of
Healing and Inspiration, a self-help book for professional
helpers based on her own personal experiences. She has
been on her own path to burnout recovery, health and
healing since 2011. Jenn has recently partnered with Mindful
Reach to pull together online learning opportunities to bring
Mindfulness Based Practice to the frontlines. Jenn believes
wholeheartedly that mindfulness practice can change the
very landscape of what we do.

Image description: An outdoor headshot of Jenn Bruer from the middle section up,
whilst leaning against a white column. She is smiling wide with teeth exposed and
looking directly at the camera, she has a short asymmetrical hair cut shorter on
her left side and a little longer on her right, her hair and eyes are both dark brown.
She is wearing a white blazer, a casual floral top, and a silver necklace with a
small tree of life charm. There are indistinguishable urban buildings in the
background along with a bare branchy shrub and a brick wall to the right.

Bill C7- Medical Assistance in Dying: What Child and Youth Care
Practitioners Need to Know (2 hrs)
Presented by: Shay Erlich (They/Them), Aerilyn Medina (She/Her)
Competency: Professionalism
Key Takeaways:
An understanding of Medical Assistance in Dying laws in Canada
Disability justice perspectives on the expanded access to Medical Assistance in Dying
An understanding on the implications of Bill C7 on Child and Youth Care practice
Awareness and identification of who is most at risk of accessing MAiD as a result of social forces
Canada recently passed Bill C7 which greatly expands access to medical assistance in dying. Under the
new laws, in 2021 any individual with a disability aged 18 and older can access medical assistance in
dying, even if they are not reasonably close to death. In 2023 this access will be expanded to people with
mental health disabilities as well. With over 25% of the population having one or more identifiable
disability, these legal changes are relevant to many in the Child and Youth Care field. This workshop will
outline the history of Canada’s Medical Assistance in Dying Law, and cover the Supreme Court case
which prompted the recent amendments. We will also outline the new laws, and the reasons why the
disability community does not support expanded access to medical assistance in dying. Finally, we will
outline the implications for Child and Youth Care Practitioners. This workshop is highly recommended for
anyone who works with disabled parents, or youth transitioning into early adulthood (aged 16+).

Shay Erlich (They/Them)
Shay Erlich is a hard of hearing, multiply disabled, and genderqueer child and youth care practitioner,
wheelchair dancer, and circus artist. Shay holds a MA degree in Child and Youth Care from Ryerson
University. Shay is the co-founder of The Cyborg Circus Project, is a trans and disability led arts
collective offering arts education, performance and social support to disabled young people aged 16-35 in
Canada, centred in the Greater Toronto Area. Working through arts engagement, we endeavour to
empower disabled people to live as disabled artists in their communities with the tools and support they
need to thrive and make art.

Aerilyn Medina (She/Her)
Hi my name is Aerilyn Medina but go by Aerie, I’m a white settler, and my pronouns are she/her. I’m a
disabled Child and Youth Care Practitioner with an Honours BA in Psychology and am currently working
as a Disability Consultant and Advocate. My goal is to create a more disability aware and accessible
Child Youth Care field that considers and actively reduces the oppression that disabled children, youth,
and their families are currently experiencing.

Notes from Underground and the Margins: Where Restorative
Ecosystems Begin (2 hrs)
Presented by: Rick Kelly (He/Him), Symone Walters (She/Her), Brynn Whitely & Taylor McCormack
Competency: Developmental Practice Methods
Key Takeaways:
Change can happen if we listen to the voices of those most impacted by systems. CYCPs are ideally
positioned to be the keystone in change processes. Improvement is the enemy of change.
Transformation thru the creation of ecosystems is what is required.
“If you want to find the next generation of great thinkers, look in the detention room of any public school.” Tyson Yunkaporta
from Sandtalk: How Indigenous Thinking Can Save the World.
Any discussion of restorative relational practice needs to begin with a discussion of the purposes. As the Cheshire cat said to
Alice, “if you don’t know where you are going, it doesn’t really matter you are going”. However, at this time in the midst of two
isms, COVIDISM and anti-Black Racism, purpose is paramount. There are those who are calling for fundamental change,
transformation, decolonization and abolition in all systems.
This workshop positions itself within the context of these challenges and reimagines the purpose of restorative practices as a
fundamental contributor to the well-being of societies and the fostering of an engaged citizenry focused on social justice and
equity through the development of restorative ecosystems.
As a form of future thinking this discussion looks backwards and sideways and draws on Indigenous and Afrocentric ways of
seeing, knowing and being that centres our interdependence and responsibility to all living things and the natural world.
Adding to these traditions the discussion embraces ecological and posthuman thinking which allows one to imagine a
restorative ecosystem that anchors pedagogy, practice and justice. In so doing it centres the voice of those most affected,
aims to authentically engage and build community and ensures inclusivity as a vital foundation in the work of education.
This workshop and discussion draw on the various initiatives and voices that I have partnered with over the past year. These
include:
The land acquisition and transfer for the Jane Finch Community Arts Hub
The 4th year of the Black Youth Action funded initiative Next Gen Builders: Mentored pathways for Black youth into the Trades
The Downsview Redevelopment Initiative: A Restorative and Anti-Racist approach to community engagement
The Stone Soup Chronicles: Transforming Education through Community and Individual Voice
And a story or two from two interns that engaged in a virtual placement with a restorative focus.
And maybe tales of my misspent youth from the 60s

Rick Kelly (He/Him) - Tottenham, ON
Rick Kelly has been a CYCP for over 40 years working
literally and figuratively on both sides of the street. He has
been a restorative practitioner for 20 plus years and runs his
own social enterprise “Just Us” dedicated to systemic
transformation.
Image description: Head shot of a white male. Has a white beard. Is wearing a
green cap, balck vest, purple scarf and a T shirt with a First Nations
image.background along with a bare branchy shrub and a brick wall to the right.

Symone Walters (She/Her) - York Region, ON
Symone Walters is a graduate of the CYCP program at GBC
(2015) and used the tools and networks from the Social
Innovation Hub to pursue her passion to build a community hub
with others for the arts and peacemaking in Jane Finch. She
has also been instrumental in the development of the Next Gen
Builders for Black youth into the trades is currently working with
the Downsview Redevelopment Community Engagement
Initiative lead team with Rick.
Image description: Adult Black woman. Seated. Hands clasped. Shoulder length
hair. Faux fur wrap around shoulders. White top. Pendant on neck. Gently
distressed blue jeans.

Brynn Whitely
Brynn Whitley lives rurally in Lambton county and is a
graduating student from the CYCP Lambton program. She
undertook a virtual placement for the past 8 months using a
restorative lens to analyses the uptake of restorative
practices by the school boards in her area and victims’
services for persons experiencing sexual crimes. She can
talk about how bandwidth is like an unpaved rural sideroad
where she lives.

Image description: Adult Female. White. Headshot.
Shoulder length brown hair. Brown Eyes. Wearing a light brown knit sweater.
Pictures on wall

Taylor McCormack
Taylor McCormick is a graduating SSW student from George
Brown College and undertook a virtual placement for the past 4
months to explore trauma informed restorative and healing
responses for persons experiencing substance abuse.
Image description: Adult Female. Caucasian. Head shot. Long Brown Hair.
Yellow top. People in background. Taken outside.
Lives in Toronto.

Elementary Virtual Support: An Alternative Placement in Response to
COVID-19 (1.5 hrs)
Presented by: Zalina Mohamad, Danielle Murphy, Raja Lakshmi Srinivasa Ramalingam & Loni
Frank
Competency: Relationships and Communication
Key Takeaways:
How to adapt child and youth work programs to a virtual setting without sacrificing social
engagement, peer support and having fun.
Factors that need to be considered before developing a virtual placement. These can include: access
to technology, inequalities, supplies, accommodations, development age and stage, time as well as
activities that translate well to an online environment.
Developing effective age appropriate ways to evaluate the success of virtual sessions. This also
includes receiving feedback from parents/guardians.
What worked well, what challenges were faced and what would be changed if this placement
experience were to be run again.
This presentation will address the following aspects of the EVS Program:
Faculty members with the School of Social and Community Services at George Brown College took a
proactive approach to mitigate some of the challenges posed by the pandemic both for the students
looking for placements and the children and the youth who normally get access to these types of
services. A new virtual student placement model was brought in place, by conducting a needs
assessment (survey), determining target population, planning and designing program models and
providing training and practice time for students to deliver programs virtually.
The EVS program was designed to fill a direct need for youth who were lacking socialization with peers .
We plan to discuss how to create a virtual environment that focuses on socialization and inclusion.
We made sure to differentiate the EVS program from children’s online classroom settings.

Zalina Mohamad
Zalina is a Professor and Coordinator in the Child and Youth Care Program at
George Brown College. She has taught a variety of courses at all levels within
the Child and Youth Care and Social Service Worker Programs. In addition
Zalina has conducted a review of Field Education for the School of Social and
Community Services. She is also actively involved in the community and
continues to work with students on creating inclusive classroom spaces by
grounding her teaching in anti-oppressive, reflective and reflexive practice. Zalina
began her career teaching in high schools and working with at-risk youth in
school-based programs. She obtained her B.Ed. and ESL qualification from
OISE, U of T and went on to complete her Master of Education from York
University with a focus on social justice, adult education and leadership. In
addition, she completed a Graduate Diploma from York University in Urban
Education, which provided a foundation for teaching and learning in urban
environments by using an anti-oppressive lens and considering the diversities
and intersection of identities which exist in the classroom.

Danielle Murphy
Danielle will be graduating from the Child and Youth Work Accelerated
program this April. Prior to joining George Brown College, Danielle
graduated with an honors degree in Community Development from Western
University. She has completed a prior placement experience with LUSO
Community Services' Literacy Team in London, ON. This experience
focused on developing a connection between school, home and community.
After graduating from Western, Danielle worked with Mission Services of
Hamilton at their emergency shelter offering support for those experiencing
homelessness. She has chosen to transition to Child and Youth work with
the goal of focusing on the connection between youth and family particularly
within the education environment.

Raja Lakshmi Srinivasa Ramalingam
Raja Lakshmi is an aspiring Child and Youth Care
Practitioner from George Brown College. She has her
masters degree in Applied Psychology from India and has
worked as a student’s counselor in a school and helped
students navigate their academic, behavioral, emotional, and
social challenges. Prior to moving to Canada, Raja Lakshmi
has partnered with several social organizations and NGOs
like Junior Chamber International, RYLA (Rotary Youth
Leadership Awards), and Lions Club to conduct outreach
programs for making mental health services known and
accessible to underserved and visible minority children, youth
and families. Raja Lakshmi’s primary area of interest is
providing counselling services and facilitating life skills
workshops to children and youth.

Loni Frank
Loni Frank is a part time instructor in the Child and Youth
program at George Brown and Sheridan College. She has a
passion for working with young people, their families, and
communities, using an anti oppressive and trauma informed
lens. Loni has recently completed the Master of Child and
Youth Care program at Ryerson University and hopes to be
part of transformative change for today’s youth in this shifting
world.

RISEing to Success (1.5 hrs)
Presented by: Shauna Moore (She/Her/Hers)
Competency: Relationships & Communication
Key Takeaways:
Create safe, inclusive space for marginalized students
Co-create success plans with students
Developing self-advocacy skills
Share best practices
Safe, inclusive spaces are vital to students’ well-being and success. These intentional spaces are
constructed before students enter post-secondary and as they transition into the institution through
partnerships with agencies that support potential students and local school boards. Inclusive spaces are
co-created with students who face multiple barriers through relationship building, including listening to
their narratives, and tailoring existing services to empower students to enter the classroom and life at
college. Through the lens of equity and inclusion and grounded in intersectionality, this workshop will
explore the expressed needs of underrepresented students to feel encouraged to share their voice,
empowered to self advocate, find belonging in a community where they can bring all the parts of their
identity and define and achieve success!

Shauna Moore (She/Her/Hers) - Whitby, ON
Shauna Moore, M.Ed., is an Equity, Diversity and Inclusion Advisor
at Durham College and facilitates the RISE (Reach, Include,
Support, Elevate) program. Through this role, Shauna has worked
closely with a number of community service agencies within
Durham Region, and has first-hand experience with increasing
access to post-secondary education for youth facing barriers to
educational success. She also plans many of the diversity initiatives
and celebrations for staff and students at Durham College. Shauna
is also a past President of the Rotary Club of Whitby and has been
a dedicated Rotarian for more than 10 years. In her spare time,
Shauna can be found outside, enjoying Durham Region’s natural
beauty.

Image description: A close up black and white image of a brown-skinned, browneyed person with black hair. Their hair is short, bust below the ears with bangs to
the right. Shauna is wearing a dark-grey sweater, smiling and looking straight
ahead.

Wednesday
Presentations
**Evening**
The Family Food Ecosystem and Why it Matters for
Children in Care (2 hrs)
Presented by: Landy Anderson
Competency: Applied Human Development
Key Takeaways:
To explore the family food system from a (child in care perspective) and its impact on a child’s eating behaviours within an
ecological systems theory.
To gain a better understanding of the impact of childhood trauma on food related issues and eating behaviours
To become familiar with with the research related to food behaviours and eating disorders.
To learn about the relationship between the HPA Axis (Hypothalamus, Pituitary, Adrenal) and sugar.
Research suggests that parenting styles and behaviours contribute to children’s eating habits and health status. Apart from the
health risks and benefits of food, it also represents comfort and encapsulates culture. More to the point, food creates positive
childhood memories and helps shape a child’s cultural identity. Notably, food represents security, which is especially important
for children in care, who tend to come from impoverished families and/or traumatic experiences. Research has linked
childhood trauma to eating behaviours/disorders and other food-related issues such as obesity and food addictions. Further,
research confirms that the severity of childhood trauma corresponds to the severity of food addiction, demonstrating how
childhood experiences have lifelong implications. From an ecological perspective, participants will examine the importance of
the family food ecosystem and how it influences a child’s development.

Landy Anderson
Landy Anderson is a Senior Manager with over 30 years of experience in child
welfare. She has worked as a child protection worker, supervisor, and senior
manager in several Children’s Aid Societies in Ontario for various departments,
such as Community Services, Shelter & Transition Housing, Aboriginal Head
Start, Youth Services, Intake, After Hours, Family Services, Placement, Kinship
Services, Customary Care, Foster Care, and Adoption. Landy is a former
Treatment Foster Parent and Licensed Group Home Operator. She has
supervised staff operated group homes and foster care departments for various
child welfare agencies including Indigenous Children’s Aid Societies, known as
Child & Family Wellbeing Agencies. Landy is a Child Care Worker and holds a
Master of Education – Focusing on Urban Aboriginal Education. Additionally,
Landy has taught at her local community college in the Child and Youth Care
program. She has published a book entitled The Foster Parent Survival Guide:
How to Navigate the Child Welfare Matrix. Currently, Landy is studying for a
Master of Social Work at Laurentian University. To learn more about Landy visit
her web site http://www.fosterparentsurvival.com/
or visit her YouTube cooking channel by searching Landy Anderson & Cookie’s
Kitchen!

CYC Talk (1.5 hrs)
Presented by: Rabya Razi (She/Her), Kristin Parker (She/Her) & Alaa AlHyari (She/Her)
Competency: Relationships and Communication
Key Takeaways:
CYC Talk is a platform that we created to have open conversations in a safe environment to hear the
thoughts of children/youth on how they expect a therapeutic relationship to be while focusing on a
specific area like building trust.
We are presenting the podcast for our service learning project CYC Talk. We are going to be sharing how
we came up with the concept, what we hope to gain from it, our journey so far and how we intend to use
it in the future to advocate for children and youth in care

Rabya Razi (She/Her) - Milton, ON, Kristin Parker (She/Her) - Hamilton, ON & Alaa
AlHyari (She/Her) - Oakville, ON
Alaa, Kristin and Rabya are second year students from the Child and Youth Care program at Sheridan
College. They have worked collaboratively and creatively to create CYC Talk podcast as a platform for
children and youth to voice out their thoughts and feelings. It is a way for them to be able to advocate for
children and youth to help create therapeutic relationships between children/youth and the adults that
they live and work with.

Our Shared World: Bridging Perspectives Across Cultures (1.5 hrs)
Presented by: Kiya Bruno (She/Her) & Renée Charette (They/Them, She/Her)
Competency: Culture and Human Diversity
Key Takeaways:
Gain insight into the current experience of Indigenous Youth in Alberta as it relates to
intergenerational trauma and care (group homes, foster care, and youth justice…)
Explore best practices as mentors and allies for folks with different lived experiences and cultural
upbringings
Become inspired about new approaches in youth advocacy
The COVID-19 pandemic has begun to level the playing field for the inclusion of many voices of people
whose wisdom from lived experiences have been historically oppressed by colonialism and systemic
barriers. Although accessibility challenges persist with technology and internet connectivity, Child and
Youth Care professionals are able now, more than ever, to support young folks by amplifying their voices
and recognizing their unique expertise through online platforms. Advocate and performer Kiya Bruno will
share her impressions of the impacts of Intergenerational Trauma for young people in care and the power
of mentorship in supporting First Nations, Inuit and Métis youth in their journey. Child and Youth Care
Counsellor Renée Charette will discuss the experience of reframing the restrictions of the global
pandemic as a catalyst for youth leadership and advocacy through the co-creation of the CAA School
Safety Patrol’s ‘Patroller Festival Brigadier’. 15 year-old Kiya Bruno will participate in this appreciation
event and help celebrate youth volunteerism in traffic safety across Canada through her sharing both her
Land Acknowledgement and her interpretation of O’Canada in three languages: Cree, French, and
English. Participants will have a chance to ask the presenters about their experiences of bringing this
virtual event to life through intentional relationship building.

Renée Charette (They/Them, She/Her) - Toronto, ON
Renée recognizes that she is a visitor and steward to these lands.
The land she currently resides on in Toronto, Ontario is the territory
of the Wendat, and Petun First Nations, Haudenosaunee, and most
recently the Mississaugas of the Credit River. This territory is the
subject of the Dish With One Spoon Wampum Belt Covenant, a
peaceful agreement between the Haudenosaunee Confederacy and
the Confederacy of the Ojibwe to care for and share the nations
around the great lakes.
Renée is of French and Irish settler descent and acknowledges that
the sacred land on which her and her family are privileged to live,
work, and play has been a site of human activity since time
immemorial. She has been counselling young people for over a
decade. They are genuinely curious about what makes individuals
and communities resilient in the face of life's struggles. Renée loves
conservation and outdoor leadership and offers her clients
therapeutic rapport in both French and English. Renée helps young
folks and their support people to attune to one another by resourcing
through connection with themselves, others and the natural
environment.

Image description: A headshot shows an adult of
French and Irish descent with shoulder length dark
blonde hair. They are outdoors in the rain
surrounded by plants and wood ornaments. They
are wearing minimal makeup and a dark teal
coloured short sleeve shirt. A big smile stretched
across her face as she looks at the camera.

Kiya Bruno (She/Her) - Samson Cree Nation in
Maskwacis Alberta (Plains Cree Nehiyaw
traditional community)
Kiya Bruno Is a 15 year old Cree girl who comes from Samson
Cree Nation in Maskwacis Alberta. She comes from a cultural
upbringing in the Plains Cree Nehiyaw traditional community,
where she incorporates the cultural knowledge into her home
and everyday life. Kiya is an Actress, Artist, Advocate, Athlete,
Traditional Vocalist, and Jingel Dress Dancer . Kiya is also a
performer, she performs her traditional jingle dress dance and
sings the National Anthem in Cree and English at many
sporting, community and school events. Kiya has had many
incredible opportunities for her young age . Kiya has traveled to
Bali Indonesia in March of 2020where she was asked to
perform and be a keynote speaker at the Global Climate
Conference, she also had the opportunity of traveling to
Toronto in June of 2019 where she sang the Canadian National
Anthem in Cree and English at the Toronto Bluejays game in
honor of National Indigenous People's Day. Kiya most recently
had the privilege of singing the Canadian National Anthem in
Cree and English in February at the Edmonton Oilers game for
Hockey Day in Canada 2020 in honor of people of the north
and First Nations people.

Image description: A three quarter length photo
shows a female Cree teenager with long dark hair
down to her waist. She is standing up tall with a big
smile on her face and posing with a hand on one
hip. She is wearing natural makeup and rainbow
coloured beaded jewelry around her neck. She is
also wearing a white shirt covered by a light blue
jean jacket and a bright yellow skirt with red
strawberries and colourful flowers.

She also had the honor sharing her language by singing the Canadian National Anthem all in Cree for
CBC The National Canada Day Special 2020 and for the Vancouver Canucks and Vegas Knights 2020
Stanley Cup playoffs game in September of 2020, Kiya also filmed a Treaty Acknowledgement for
Hockey Canada and TSN for the 2021 World Juniors and Telus Cooperate events. Kiya wants to
continue persevering and revitalizing her Cree language through music, while sharing a piece of her
culture with Canadians.
Kiya is a young entrepreneur, and is the co-owner of Stay Rooted Apparel ᑲᓇᐁᐧᔨᐦᑌᑕᐣᒥᑐᓴᐠ, created by
Nêhiýaw (Cree) Mother daughter duo Kiya Bruno and Barbara Dumigan-Jackson. Her mission is to help
spread awareness to help save our kikâwînaw askiy (Mother Earth). Their hope is to inspire others on
their journey to continue giving back to the land, protecting our nipiy (water) and help end the First Nation
water crisis within Canada. Kiya was recently awarded "The Star Fish" 2020’s Canada's Top 25
Environmentalists Under 25 and was awarded the community female youth award in Maskwacis at the
Reclaiming Our Knowledge Conference.
Kiya is currently in pre production and is currently apart of a TV series called "Warrior Up"."Warrior Up!" is
a new television series in development for APTN. It is being produced by the indigenous-owned
company, Picture This Productions.The series aims to profile Indigenous youth across Canada and the
USA who are raising awareness and spearheading change around the environment in their
communities.Kiya begins filming the summer of 2021.
Kiya has a deep passion to help others and raises awareness for climate change and our Mother Earth.
Kiya is very passionate about helping, Motivating, Inspiring and Encouraging other youth and community
members to chase their dreams while raising awareness for our environment, those in need and in crisis.

Bringing A CYC Lens Into Virtual Clinical Work (1.5 hrs)
Presented by: Amanda Gardiner (She/Her)
Competency: Developmental Practice Methods
Key Takeaways:
Intended outcomes are for practitioners to leave the workshop with a greater comfort to interact
virtually online with clients in a clinical role, have a deeper understanding of how to incorporate the
principles and characteristics of CYC
This workshop will focus around the numerous ways in which care workers who are Child and Youth
Care Practitioners have adjusted their practice moving into the virtual environment during a global
pandemic. CYCP's working in an always increasing number of roles, in varying environments, we have
had to be more creative and innovative in our work with children, youth, and families than ever before. As
a practitioner who has spent the last year moving into a virtual space while conducting clinical work, I
hope to share my reflections, learnings, and struggles with others in similar situations. I also hope to be
able to share resources, websites and teachings from my professional experience, also to provide insight
for other CYCP's looking to gain a greater understanding for how to be present and engaged in the virtual
spaces we share with children, youth, and families.

Amanda Gardiner (She/Her) - Dufferin County, ON
A passionate Child and Youth Care Practitioner from Ontario, 10
years of experience working in multiple residential programs, as a
researcher and research assistant, and a clinical therapist. My
time spent in the field has led me to develop many related
interests including: arts based interventions with youth, the
elevation of youth voice, rights based advocacy with Indigenous
youth & youth of colour, and building an individual narrative for
young people accessing services. My educational experience
started with obtaining my Honours Diploma in Child and Youth
Work from Humber College, from there I completed my BA in Child
and Youth Care at Ryerson University. I obtained my certification
as a Registered Psychotherapist in 2017, and in 2018 I graduated
with my Masters in Child and Youth Care from Ryerson University.
Since early 2020 I have been working in a clinical role, using
virtual services to connect with clients and families.

Image description: A white woman with green eyes
wearing glasses, has her dark hair pulled back and
is smiling slightly. She has a nose ring, is wearing a
white speckled shirt and a black, white and grey
patterned cardigan.

Culturally Competent Care for Chinese Canadian
Children and Youths (1.5 hrs)
Presented by: Kally Truong (She/Her/Hers)
Competency: Culture & Human Diversity
Key Takeaways:
Participants will learn the historical accounts of racism and oppression towards Chinese Canadians
since 1850s and how it impacts Chinese Canadian children and youths’ identity formation.
They will also learn how collectivism, honour, and authority in Chinese culture is essential to identity
development that is different from Western notion of identity formation.
Lastly, how CYC practitioners can apply these learnings to their way of being, doing, and thinking
with oppressed and marginalized children and youth that also diminishes the practitioners’ chances of
further perpetuating oppressive beliefs
The COVID-19 pandemic has brought racism against Chinese Canadians to the forefront of many social
media applications and news articles. However, upon closer examination of these more recent
mistreatments against Chinese Canadians, there are deeper roots of racism that predated this pandemic.
The documented histories of the neglect against Chinese railroad workers on the Canadian Pacific
Railway in Canada, the second-class status for Chinese Canadians, the head tax on Chinese immigrants,
and the Chinese Exclusion Act were some of the many oppressive and racial acts towards the Chinese in
Canada. Most importantly, these historical implications carry much anti-Chinese rhetoric that still lives
within many individuals’ ways of being, doing, and thinking that negatively affect Chinese Canadian
children and youths’ mental health. As Child and Youth Care practitioners, it is essential to identify,
recognize, and diminish the anti-Chinese rhetoric within our relational work and practice that further
racializes Chinese children and youths. Furthermore, this requires practitioners to build their knowledge
of the historical implications and their understanding of Chinese cultural beliefs and values of collectivism,
honour, and authority that ultimately shape how Chinese Canadian children and youths view themselves
with others.

Kally Truong (She/Her/Hers) - Vancouver, BC
My name is Kally Truong, I have been working in the CYC field for
more than 5 years now and I am currently a second-year graduate
student at Ryerson University. I identify as a first-generation
Chinese Canadian female.

Image description: Kally is a light skinned female
with medium length black and blonde hair. She is
smiling at the camera. She is wearing a grey t-shirt
with a plain white background.

Wednesday Night
Entertainment
7 - 9 PM
Musician - David Whyne
Timeless melodies beautifully performed on piano,
flute, guitar and vocals are David Whyne’s musical
style. David’s love of music has always been part of
his life and despite some personal challenges, he
has developed into an accomplished musician. His
musical repertoire includes classical, jazz, R&B,
Latin, rock, pop, spirituals and more. David also
enjoys composing his own music and has a few
songs recorded on YouTube. When not making
music, David is an avid athlete and is part of the
Special Olympics of Ontario.

Spoken word - Beatrice Nwankwo (She/Her)
I am currently a 4th-year student at Ryerson
University As well as an entrepreneur. I chose to
study CYC because I wanted to work directly with
youths and help by advocating and helping
contribute to their growth as individuals. My goal is to
work as a CYC in a Youth detention center and open
up my own practice and excelling my business.

Singer - Nicole Roberts (She/Her)
Nicole Roberts (she/her) is an 18-year-old singer
who loves all forms of music and art. In the fall, she
will begin her first year in the Bachelor of Music
program at Wilfrid Laurier University for classical
voice. Throughout her life, music has been a
significant and powerful influence. One day she
hopes to spread the joy of music through music
therapy.

Singer - Ian MacPherson (He/Him)
Ian MacPherson (he/him) is an 18-year-old musician
with a passion for piano, guitar, and voice. He hopes
to attend the Jazz-Keyboard program at Humber
College, and pursue music and teaching as a career.
For Ian, music is not only a pastime but a source of
expression and happiness.

Activity Rooms

Room 1 - Discussing shifts/ chat with the performers (Facilitated by Shadan Hyder)
Room 2 - Game room (Facilitated by Patricia Crockford)
Room 3 - Guided meditation - (Facilitated by Mary Ventrella)

Thursday
Presentations
**Morning**
Mindfulness: a powerful advocacy tool (2 hrs)
Presented by: Jenn Bruer (She/Her)
Competency: Developmental Practice Methods
Key Takeaways:
Research that mindfulness practice can improve life experience
Understand the basic concepts behind mindfulness
Outline various methods of mindfulness
Learn the difference between mindfulness and meditation
Strategies on how to introduce mindfulness to those we serve
A brief mindfulness exercise
Exploring studies that illustrate the power of the mind
What is mindfulness?
Various ways to practice
The difference between mindfulness and meditation
What is an anchor and how can it help us?
Brief Mindfulness exercise
The possible outcomes of mindfulness
How does mindfulness translate as a powerful tool in advocacy?
How to bring mindfulness to the frontlines- discussion

Jenn Bruer (She/Her) - Mississauga, ON
Jenn Bruer is a CYC and a retired foster parent after eighteen
years of service with the Children’s Aid Society of Toronto. Jenn is
the author of Helping Effortlessly: A Book of Healing and
Inspiration, a self-help book for professional helpers based on her
own personal experiences. She has been on her own path to
burnout recovery, health and healing since 2011. Jenn has
recently partnered with Mindful Reach to pull together online
learning opportunities to bring Mindfulness Based Practice to the
frontlines. Jenn believes wholeheartedly that mindfulness practice
can change the very landscape of what we do.

Image description: An outdoor headshot of Jenn
Bruer from the middle section up, whilst leaning
against a white column. She is smiling wide with
teeth exposed and looking directly at the camera,
she has a short asymmetrical hair cut shorter on her
left side and a little longer on her right, her hair and
eyes are both dark brown. She is wearing a white
blazer, a casual floral top, and a silver necklace with
a small tree of life charm. There are
indistinguishable urban buildings in the background
along with a bare branchy shrub and a brick wall to
the right.

An Asian-Canadian Narrative Approach to CYC Practice (1.5 hrs)
Presented by: Jaclyn Ng Man Chuen (She/Her)
Competency: Culture & Human Diversity
Key Takeaways:
Facilitate more awareness about Asian-Canadian experiences into their own practice
Increase their understanding of cross-cultural practice
Hope that they understand the lens that Asian families have with regards to treatment
To build on CYCs cultural humility
To help identify some of their biases when working with this population
Hope for attendees to leave feeling encouraged to do their own research
Taking a deeper dive in CYC literature, there has not been a significant increase in literature and I will
further be discussing how this affects us as CYCPs and what this can mean for practitioners working with
Asian-identifying young people. Given the increase in racism towards Asian people from the beginning of
the pandemic, I will be revisiting my findings from the research I conducted for my Masters in 2017. I will
explore this through critical race theory and a relational approach, and use this as a springboard to have
a discussion about anti-Asian racism and cultural humility.

Jaclyn Ng Man Chuen (She/Her) Vaughan, ON
Jaclyn Ng Man Chuen locates herself as an Asian-Canadian
cisgender woman of Filipino and Chinese Mauritian descent and is
a second-generation settler in Vaughan, Ontario situated on the
traditional Territories and Treaty Lands, in particular those of the
Mississaugas of the New Credit First Nation, as well as the
Anishinaabeg of the Williams Treaty First Nations, the HuronWendat, and the Métis Nation. Jaclyn graduated with an honours
Bachelor of Child and Youth Care program at Ryerson University
in 2015. She completed a Master of Arts in Child and Youth Care,
also at Ryerson University in 2017. Her graduate research focused
on the experiences of Asian-identifying young people accessing
and/or receiving mental health services in Toronto. Jaclyn has
worked as a child and youth care practitioner in elementary and
high schools, hospitals, community programs, group homes, and
residential settings with a number of different young people,
including those who have experienced abuse, trauma, or mental
health challenges. Jaclyn has also taught CYC courses at the
post-secondary level. Jaclyn is currently a child and youth worker
at DPCDSB, a senior research assistant at Ryerson University,
and a part-time professor at George Brown College and Humber
College. Jaclyn has two dogs and is a lover of plants.

Image description: A light tan skinned female with
dark hair and brown eyes is standing in front of a
stone wall. She has a silver hoop nose ring on her
left nostril, wears an olive green t-shirt and smiles at
the camera

Reflections on a year in lockdown – Shifting Practices in an everchanging uncertain environment. UK experience. (1.5 hrs)
Presented by: Lalita Bains (She/Her)
Competency: Developmental Practice Methods
Key Takeaways:
Innovation
Share practices from UK
Importance of Supervision, self-awareness and self-care.

Sharing of practice working in a school, overview of how and what changes took place.

Lalita Bains (She/Her) - Brampton, ON
Lalita Bains (MBACP) MSc, BA hons, UK Clinical Supervisor.
In the UK I have worked as a therapeutic foster parent for four
years. A qualified counsellor for 5years within two organizations.
The first a whole school approach, working collaboratively with
school staff, parents, and students. The second working with
survivors of sexual violence and abuse.

Self in CYC: Trauma-informed Mindfulness Training for CYC
Professionals (1.5 hrs)
Presented by: Annu Gaidhu (She/Her)
Competency: Professionalism
Key Takeaways:
Define Trauma and Identify Principles of Trauma-Informed Practice
Recognize how Trauma shows up in the body and behaviours
Practice Scientifically supported mindfulness skills through grounding, sensory orienting,
containment, self-soothing, resourcing and self-compassion techniques
Identify the most common ways mindfulness techniques can be re-traumatizing and learn common
ways to assist individuals during situations of activating or triggering trauma
While there is growing research that supports the use of mindfulness training to be beneficial for
individuals with trauma histories; without a thorough understanding of trauma; mindfulness approaches
can be re traumatizing and triggering.Utilizing trauma-informed principles, this webinar will introduce
participants to the benefits and cautions of using mindfulness training with individuals, families, and
communities who have experienced or been affected by trauma. Through an interactive session,
participants will practice specific mindfulness skills that respond to trauma symptoms and learn strategies
to establish safety when delivering mindfulness-based interventions and approaches with clients.
Becoming Trauma-Informed begins with self-awareness and a thorough understanding of traumainformed principles. This webinar is for professionals who would like to learn and practice mindfulness
approaches to enhance personal development; as well as professional practice with youth ages 12-24
and communities with histories of trauma.

Annu Gaidhu (She/Her) - India, from Mississauga, ON
From a very young age, Annu learned that to heal and love others; we
must first set it in motion for ourselves. As a South Asian Canadian
woman, a daughter of immigrants and a person who identifies with a
disability, the practice of Yoga taught her about the basic fundamental
rights of existence, to love and be loved through unlearning internalized
oppressive behaviours via Self-knowledge and Self-awareness. An
experienced Child and Youth Worker, Annu holds a Master's and
undergraduate Bachelor's Degree in Child and Youth Care from Ryerson
University. Her research focuses on identifying and addressing
entrenched systemic discrimination, both indirect and direct, and the
critical examination of educational pedagogy, colonial and antiracism/anti-oppressive frameworks within education.
In 2015, she married her love of child welfare and activism, establishing a non-profit organization, The Healing
Hearts Project Poverty Relief Initiative , to address the prevalence of poverty and food insecurity within BIPOC
communities. She has successfully led fundraising activities abroad for sustainable development projects focusing
on building and enhancing safe spaces for youth to play, access to clean drinking water and warm clothing. Annu
believes in centering the ancient principles of Ayurveda and Yoga into a modern-day practice suitable for BIPOC
communities of all ages, abilities and body types. Annu specializes in supporting women and youth create and
sustain healthy lifestyles for themselves and their families through proper diet and herbs aromatherapy,
panchakarma, Yoga and meditation.

RISEing to Success (1.5 hrs)
Presented by: Shauna Moore (She/Her/Hers)
Competency: Relationships & Communication
Key Takeaways:
Create safe, inclusive space for marginalized students
Co-create success plans with students
Developing self-advocacy skills
Share best practices
Safe, inclusive spaces are vital to students’ well-being and success. These intentional spaces are
constructed before students enter post-secondary and as they transition into the institution through
partnerships with agencies that support potential students and local school boards. Inclusive spaces are
co-created with students who face multiple barriers through relationship building, including listening to
their narratives, and tailoring existing services to empower students to enter the classroom and life at
college. Through the lens of equity and inclusion and grounded in intersectionality, this workshop will
explore the expressed needs of underrepresented students to feel encouraged to share their voice,
empowered to self advocate, find belonging in a community where they can bring all the parts of their
identity and define and achieve success!

Shauna Moore (She/Her/Hers) - Whitby, ON
Shauna Moore, M.Ed., is an Equity, Diversity and Inclusion Advisor
at Durham College and facilitates the RISE (Reach, Include,
Support, Elevate) program. Through this role, Shauna has worked
closely with a number of community service agencies within
Durham Region, and has first-hand experience with increasing
access to post-secondary education for youth facing barriers to
educational success. She also plans many of the diversity initiatives
and celebrations for staff and students at Durham College. Shauna
is also a past President of the Rotary Club of Whitby and has been
a dedicated Rotarian for more than 10 years. In her spare time,
Shauna can be found outside, enjoying Durham Region’s natural
beauty.

Image description: A close up black and white image of a brown-skinned, browneyed person with black hair. Their hair is short, bust below the ears with bangs to
the right. Shauna is wearing a dark-grey sweater, smiling and looking straight
ahead.

Housing Foster Youth (1.5 hrs)
Presented by: Charlene April (She/Her)
Competency: Developmental Practice Methods
Key Takeaways:
Participants will leave knowing what the problems and obstacles are for youth who are looking for
housing in Ontario and what Creating Roots can do to help.
Participants will also leave knowing how I tried to create a tiny home village and actually built a tiny
home in 2020 that had to be sold due to COVID.
Our mission is to mentor foster youth through permanent and all-inclusive housing supports while
breaking down the barriers that exist in Ontario as well as to offer scholarships every year to foster youth
to pursue careers in Real Estate.

Charlene April (She/Her) Toronto, ON
Charlene has been a first voice advocate for foster youth in
Ontario for over 20 years. She has merged her Child and
Youth Worker Diploma, Real Estate License and Financial
License with her lived experience to make Creating Roots, a
federally incorporated non-profit that benefits foster youth
between the ages of 15- 29. When she is not helping people
sell homes, she is helping youth stay off the street while
teaching them financial literacy and how to be the perfect
tenant. In her spare time she enjoys spending time with her
two boys, singing karaoke online and playing gin.

image description: Charlene, a short white woman
with really short light blonde hair, is in front of a blue
backdrop. She wears a simple necklace with an
antique key and smiles with teeth at the camera. She
also wears a black shirt and dark blue jeans

Exploring Positive Physical Health in the
Child and Youth Care Field (1.5 hrs)
Presented by: Brianna Timothy (She/Her) & Natalie Gandhi (She/Her)
Competency: Applied Human Development
Key Takeaways:
Physical Activity and Physical Health
Connection between Physical and Mental Health
Statistics on the Physical Activity in Children and Youth
Benefits of Physical Activity
How to implement physical activity initiatives into programming
Daily Exercise Recommendations for Children/Youth
Levels of Physical Activity
How to Motivate and Encourage youth to participate in Physical Activity
Body Positivity, Mindful Eating, Therapeutic Benefits of Cooking, Teaching youth how to eat well on a budget,
Importance of Sleep benefits, recommendations and helping youth develop a routine.
Educating Child and Youth Care professionals on the importance of engaging youth in Health, Wellness and
Fitness and how to integrate this learning in their practice. In this session we will be explaining the importance of
engaging in topics of Health, Wellness and Fitness in the Child and Youth Care Field. We will be exploring the
correlation between mental and physical health, benefits of physical activity, mindfulness, the importance of sleep,
etc. We will also be discussing the statistics on current activity in children and youth in Ontario, how to implement
physical activity into programming, and how to motivate and encourage youth to participate in physical activity.

Brianna Timothy (She/Her) - Milton, ON
Brianna Timothy is a recent graduate from Sheridan College Child and
Youth Care Program. Prior to attending Sheridan college, she completed
a diploma in the Health Wellness and Fitness Program at Mohawk
College. Brianna is an experienced facilitator with a demonstrated history
of working in the non-profit organization management industry. She is
Skilled in Coaching, Facilitation, Mentoring, Leadership, and Health &
Wellness. Her mission is to collaborate her passion for Health, Fitness
and Wellness by incorporating it in her Child and Youth Work. She has
numerous years of experience and she continuously strives to work
towards supporting and elevating children and youth that are
experiencing challenges in their day to day lives.
Image description: Brianna, a black woman with long black braids, is outside and is
surrounded by trees and leaves. She wears a beige blouse and smiles at the camera.

Natalie Gandhi (She/Her) - Mississauga, ON
Natalie is a recent graduate from Sheridan College, Child and Youth Care
Program.Natalie is passionate about working with children and youth in
the youth justice and education sector. She has experience working within
the neurodivergent community and hopes to further support this
community and their needs. She is also a strong believer in holistic
mental health and maintains a person should look at all areas of health to
live their best life! She recognizes the importance of physical health and
aims to advocate for its benefits within the child and youth care field.
Image description: Natalie, a brown woman with long black hair is smiling. She is wearing
a yellow shirt and colourful big hoop earrings. She has a pink wall behind her

Thursday Afternoon
Student Game Room
2 - 4 PM
Build Student Relationships and Connections
Facilitated by: Georgian College CYC Students - Sydney Baker, Jaspreet Kaur,
Rebecca Doyle, Tara-Lyn Jackson, Sukhmeen Kaur, Hillary Sullivan, Olivia Rowles,
Victoria Gregory and Stephanie Ross
The goal is to create the opportunity for professional networking within the CYC
community for student unity by promoting an inclusive environment, interactive activities,
and shared discussions to support development of connection and genuine relationships
in the field. Join us and get to know other students, share experiences, play games and
have fun!

Thursday
Presentations
**Afternoon**
Panel Discussion - Pandemic Learning: The Student Experience
2020-2021 (2 hrs)
Panellists: Seden Yesildag (She/Her), Patricia Crockford, Kevan Henshaw, Ryan Scarselletta (He/Him) &
Nicole Pastor
Competency: Developmental Practice Methods
Key Takeaways:
Strategies on coping co-created by panelist
Recommendations for future practicum and classroom applications during a translation from in-class to online
learning
Lived insights and wisdom of various student experiences
This panel consists of seven students from various post-secondary institutions discussing their experiences of
being final year CYC students in academia during a pandemic.

Patricia Crockford (She/Her)
Patricia Crockford is a (soon to be) Graduate of Algonquin College's CYC
advanced diploma program. Her journey started as it ended in the program,
online. The mother of 5 teens chose this program to compliment her Equine
Assisted Thoughtfulness program run at her farm and respite provided to
youth. With her love of adventure and learning, Patricia dove into the CYC
program. Her online education is far from over as Patricia has been accepted
at Ryerson and will start this fall.
Image description: Ash the black Labrador retriever on the left wearing a pink collar
standing between the front seats of the car. Patricia is sitting to the right of Ash. Her
dark brown hair tied up a pony tail, she has blue/green eyes and a big smile.

Kevan Henshaw
Kevan Henshaw is a new grad of the CYCP program at Algonquin College.
Currently a Youth Justice Worker for the Youth Services Bureau of Ottawa,
and a volunteer Crisis Responder for Crisis Text Line powered by Kids Help
Phone, Kevan is passionate about supporting young people with genuine
nonjudgement. Although the pandemic has had its challenges, Kevan looks
forward to attending Ryerson University for his BA of CYC in Fall of 2021.
Image description: A light-skinned person appearing masculine, running their hands
through short brown hair and smiling. They are standing on a cliff near a beach with
the water in the background. They are wearing khaki pants and their t-shirt reads "Be
You; You Matter".

Ryan Scarselletta (He/Him)
Ryan is a Humber Alumni from the advanced Child and
Youth Care Diploma. After completing his three years in the
program, he accumulated over 1000 hours of work
experience. His strive to continue learning has inspired him to
grow, develop, and keep learning new skills. His focus on
advocacy has pushed him time and time again to keep
fighting for equality and equity. His dream is to open up his
own practice doing therapy and counselling; helping future
generations face cognitive, behavioural, and social
challenges.
Image description: The photo depicts a male with light skin. He has blue eyes and
brown hair. He is wearing a white shirt and is wearing an opaque (opalite) crystal

Nicole Pastor
Nicole is a recent graduate of the Humber College Child and
Youth Care Advance Diploma program. She has been able to
accumulate over a thousand hours in the field through this
diploma program. Nicole is planning to work with youth
affected by the justice system. Her long-term goal is to
develop a non-profit organization focused on aiding children
and youth in Peru that are struggling due to the serious
political and social climate in this country that has increased
substantially in the past ten years.
Image description: Nicole, a Latina woman with long dark hair, is inside taking the
picture opposite to a window. She wearing a light blue sweater and smiles at the
camera.

Seden Yesildag (She/Her) - Oakville, ON
Seden Yesildag is a recent graduate of the Sheridan College
CYC Advanced Diploma Program and at the beginning of her
second career as a CYC. She is based in Oakville, GTA and
has been volunteering for a few community based
organizations as a Youth Mentor for a while. While studying
as an international student and a student leader, Seden has
become a very active member of the Peer Mentorship
Program where she used a Strength-Based approach to
practice for the college students to build confidence and
reduce the stress of starting a new academic journey. She
assisted in guiding and coaching their journey in studying.
She is very passionate about working with children, youth,
and their families and channels her education and life
experience to advocate with and for the youth that she works
with to help enhance their well-being and improve their social
networks. Seden has also been a part of the planning on
different virtual workshops, events, and panels while studying
at Sheridan and wants to bring her international and
organizational skills for OACYC’s first virtual Provincial
Conference. Seden is currently sitting on the Student
Pandemic Advisory Committee at Sheridan College until
June 2021 and has become the one and only recipient of the
Ontario Remembrance Scholarship for Sheridan and
International Student Leadership Award.

Image description: A picture of a light-skinned, brown
hair female with one hand in her pocket and standing
in front of Canadian and Sheridan College flags,
smiling and looking at the camera. She is wearing a
dark colour formal business suit with a white blouse.

Thursday
Presentations
**Evening**
Burnout Recovery Beyond Self Care (2 hrs)
Presented by: Jenn Bruer (She/Her)
Competency: Developmental Practice Methods
Key Takeaways:
Learn where to reach out for diagnostic criteria of burnout
Understand the importance of diet and carbs in dealing with stress
Identify what adaptogenic herbs are and how they can help with stress
Outline the importance of sleep pertaining to stress management
Identify what light therapy is and how to apply it to balance stress
Identify what forms of movement are best for stress management
Learn about the importance of the mind and how this can impact stress
Introduced to mindfulness and its basic concept
In this 2-hour workshop, self-help author Jenn Bruer, delivers this presentation from a very personal lens, having
recovered from burnout herself. She will walk you through how to identify stress in the body, what diagnostic tools
will assist you in determining your personal level of stress or burnout, how hormones impact stress management,
and finally, she will introduce you to 5 pragmatic strategies to bringing those stress hormones back into balance.

Jenn Bruer (She/Her) - Mississauga, ON
Jenn Bruer is a CYC and a retired foster parent after eighteen
years of service with the Children’s Aid Society of Toronto. Jenn is
the author of Helping Effortlessly: A Book of Healing and
Inspiration, a self-help book for professional helpers based on her
own personal experiences. She has been on her own path to
burnout recovery, health and healing since 2011. Jenn has
recently partnered with Mindful Reach to pull together online
learning opportunities to bring Mindfulness Based Practice to the
frontlines. Jenn believes wholeheartedly that mindfulness practice
can change the very landscape of what we do.
Image description: An outdoor headshot of Jenn Bruer from the middle section up,
whilst leaning against a white column. She is smiling wide with teeth exposed and
looking directly at the camera, she has a short asymmetrical hair cut shorter on
her left side and a little longer on her right, her hair and eyes are both dark brown.
She is wearing a white blazer, a casual floral top, and a silver necklace with a
small tree of life charm. There are indistinguishable urban buildings in the
background along with a bare branchy shrub and a brick wall to the right.

Bringing A CYC Lens Into Virtual Clinical Work (1.5 hrs)
Presented by: Amanda Gardiner (She/Her)
Competency: Developmental Practice Methods
Key Takeaways:
Intended outcomes are for practitioners to leave the workshop with a greater comfort to interact
virtually online with clients in a clinical role, have a deeper understanding of how to incorporate the
principles and characteristics of CYC
This workshop will focus around the numerous ways in which care workers who are Child and Youth
Care Practitioners have adjusted their practice moving into the virtual environment during a global
pandemic. CYCP's working in an always increasing number of roles, in varying environments, we have
had to be more creative and innovative in our work with children, youth, and families than ever before. As
a practitioner who has spent the last year moving into a virtual space while conducting clinical work, I
hope to share my reflections, learnings, and struggles with others in similar situations. I also hope to be
able to share resources, websites and teachings from my professional experience, also to provide insight
for other CYCP's looking to gain a greater understanding for how to be present and engaged in the virtual
spaces we share with children, youth, and families.

Amanda Gardiner (She/Her) - Dufferin County, ON
A passionate Child and Youth Care Practitioner from Ontario, 10
years of experience working in multiple residential programs, as a
researcher and research assistant, and a clinical therapist. My
time spent in the field has led me to develop many related
interests including: arts based interventions with youth, the
elevation of youth voice, rights based advocacy with Indigenous
youth & youth of colour, and building an individual narrative for
young people accessing services. My educational experience
started with obtaining my Honours Diploma in Child and Youth
Work from Humber College, from there I completed my BA in Child
and Youth Care at Ryerson University. I obtained my certification
as a Registered Psychotherapist in 2017, and in 2018 I graduated
with my Masters in Child and Youth Care from Ryerson University.
Since early 2020 I have been working in a clinical role, using
virtual services to connect with clients and families.

Image description: A white woman with green eyes
wearing glasses, has her dark hair pulled back and
is smiling slightly. She has a nose ring, is wearing a
white speckled shirt and a black, white and grey
patterned cardigan.

CYC Talk (1.5 hrs)
Presented by: Rabya Razi (She/Her), Kristin Parker (She/Her) & Alaa AlHyari (She/Her)
Competency: Relationships and Communication
Key Takeaways:
CYC Talk is a platform that we created to have open conversations in a safe environment to hear the
thoughts of children/youth on how they expect a therapeutic relationship to be while focusing on a
specific area like building trust.
We are presenting the podcast for our service learning project CYC Talk. We are going to be sharing how
we came up with the concept, what we hope to gain from it, our journey so far and how we intend to use
it in the future to advocate for children and youth in care

Rabya Razi (She/Her) - Milton, ON, Kristin Parker (She/Her) - Hamilton, ON & Alaa
AlHyari (She/Her) - Oakville, ON
Alaa, Kristin and Rabya are second year students from the Child and Youth Care program at Sheridan
College. They have worked collaboratively and creatively to create CYC Talk podcast as a platform for
children and youth to voice out their thoughts and feelings. It is a way for them to be able to advocate for
children and youth to help create therapeutic relationships between children/youth and the adults that
they live and work with.

Making a Difference for LGBTQ2S+ Children and Young
People in Foster Care (2 hrs)
Presented by: Marli Senecal (She/Her) & Cynthia Sophia Gonzales (She/Her)
Competency: Culture and Human Diversity
Key Takeaways:
Participants will leave with a greater understanding of their role in supporting LGBTQ2S+ youth and
strategies for creating safe and inclusive environments.
As agents of change this presentation will guide you through a holistic approach in how you support, care
and mentor a young person who identifies LGBT2SQ+ within the child welfare system. The presenters
will examine and educate participants on environmental factors, cultural competencies, level’s of safety
and relational frameworks associated within this community.

Marli Senecal (She/Her) - Toronto, ON
Marli Senecal CYW, has been working for the past 5 years as
a Child and Youth Worker for Key Assets. She has worked
directly with children and youth who are exploring their
identities, while providing support and guidance for the
youth’s well being. . Marli has created and delivered multiple
in house trainings at Key Assets including Unconscious Bias,
and Indigenous Canadian History to support and educate
staff and foster carers in ongoing learning. Marli is an active
OACYC member.
image description: Marli, a white woman with dark curly long hair, is outside on a
bright day. She wears black thick rimmed glasses and smiles at the camera. She
also wears a black long sleeved shirt.

Cynthia Sophia Gonzales (She/Her) Mississauga, ON
Cynthia Sophia Gonzales CYC, has obtained her diploma and
degree in Child and Youth Care. Cynthia has been employed
with Key Assets for the last 5 years as a Child and Youth
Worker. In her role as a CYW she works directly with children
and youth as a 1-1 counsellor to help them integrate into their
foster home, develop skills and maintain/form relationships.
Additionally she facilitates trainings and groups for foster carers
and children and youth involved in the organization. Cynthia is
an active OACYC member.
image description: Cynthia, a light-skinned person with long brownish red hair is
outside on a bright day.

Conference
Closing
**Friday Morning**
Welcome and Blessing: Elder Ernestine Baldwin

Elder Ernestine Baldwin (She/her)
My traditional name is Nwaatin Kwe, Calm Water Woman. I am
a member of Chippewas of Nawash Unceded First Nation.
I have been married for 62 years, blessed with 9 children and
have recently become a Great great-grandmother. In 1996, the
Barrie indigenous community honoured me with an Eagle
Feather and recognized me as an Elder.
I returned to school at the age of 50 and decided I wanted to
re-learn my original language with the goal of passing it on to
the next generation. The decision opened many doors. After
graduating in 1995, I taught the Ojibwe language at elementary
schools in Orillia and Rama First Nation. I retired in 2010, at
the age of 70.
In September 2010, Georgian College invited me to be a
Visiting Elder at the Indigenous Resource Centre, Barrie
campus where I have continued my work teaching the Ojibwe
language and providing guidance to students. I am Nookmis –
Grandmother to the students.

Image description: Elder Ernestine is smiling while
sitting in a white outdoor tent and holding an eagle
feather in her hand. She is wearing a shawl over a
white button up shirt.

Closing Keynote – What Does it Mean to Love Disabled People?
A Conversation. (2 hrs)
Presented by: Shay Erlich (They/Them) & Jen Roy (She/They)
Competency: Relationship and Communication
A facilitated conversation with the co-founders of The Cyborg Circus Project Shay Erlich and Jenna Roy, hosted by
Joy Henderson. The Cyborg Circus Project is a trans and disability led arts and social service organization that
works with multiply marginalized disabled youth ages 16-35 in Toronto. Working from a cross-disability and
disability justice framework at the centre of their practice Shay and Jen will discuss how to shift practice and to build
worlds where disabled people can experience love.
Disabled people represent between 20-25% of the Canadian population, yet are often forgotten about, treated as
fringe concerns, or coddled. In this conversation, Shay and Jen push back against this way of thinking; assuming
agency and consent for all disabled people and infusing this concept into every stage of practice from program
conception, to planning, to realization, to evaluation.

Shay Erlich (They/Them) - Toronto, ON
Shay Erlich is a hard of hearing, multiply disabled, and genderqueer
child and youth care practitioner, wheelchair dancer, and circus
artist. Shay holds a MA degree in Child and Youth Care from
Ryerson University. Shay is the co-founder of The Cyborg Circus
Project, is a trans and disability led arts collective offering arts
education, performance and social support to disabled young people
aged 16-35 in Canada, centred in the Greater Toronto Area. Working
through arts engagement, we endeavour to empower disabled
people to live as disabled artists in their communities with the tools
and support they need to thrive and make art.
Image description: Shay is a white, non-binary person in their early 30’s with short
orange hair and an eyebrow piercing. They are looking at the camera and smiling
slightly. In this photo they are wearing a golden coloured hat, dark green plaid button
down hanging open, and a black shirt underneath. They are against a white
background.

Jen Roy (She/They) - Toronto, ON
Jen Roy is a wheelchair dancer, performance artist and co-founder of
the Cyborg Circus Project (with Shay Erlich). They provide
community arts and social service programs to disabled youth, as
well as perform original dance work locally and internationally. Jen
has a diverse teaching and consulting practice focusing on
movement, access and inclusion. Her practice stems from their
experiences as a queer, trans, mad, multiply disabled person. They
envision a future where disability-justice informed art has permeated
the fabric of the arts in Canada. They hold a BSW from Carleton
university. She has taught accessible movement practice, best
practices in working with disabled movers, and how to create
accessible programs, classes and organizations both locally and
across Canada including at educational institutions, community
settings, and conferences.
Image description: A white gender-nonconforming person with short brown hair is
under their manual wheelchair with their head peeking out. Their chin rests on their
hands which are folded on the footplate. Jen is grinning widely.

Friday
Presentations
**Afternoon**
Down the Rabbit Hole (2 hrs)
Presented by: Shana Dorley (She/Her), Mariella Greatbanks (She/Her), Jessica Whelan
(She/Her) & Luke Smith (He/Him)
Competency: Developmental Practice Methods
Key Takeaways:
How tailoring service delivery & combining clinical models helps improve treatment/outcomes.
The importance of relationship building and engagement in the treatment process.
Working with youth involved in the criminal justice system, child welfare, street level violence and
gang involvement, and human trafficking requires a service delivery model that is continuously
innovative; and this year has been no different. Youturn uses a holistic service delivery approach with
youth presenting with complex needs (and their families) aged 12-25 to reduce recidivism, improve
mental health, establish community connections, and build their cognitive and practical skills. Blending
multiple evidence based clinical approaches ensures staff are implementing strategies and
interventions that are individually tailored to the youth and leading to improved outcomes. Our agency
has a long history of working effectively with youth who intersect with justice, mental health, addiction
and child welfare systems and often present as reluctant to participate in formal counseling or
programming. We believe our client centered approach and flexibility in treatment models is the key to
the positive results Youturn continues to see. In this workshop we will take a look into how Youturn
successfully engages reluctant youth and blends clinical approaches to best serve these clients’
individual complex needs.

Shana Dorley (She/Her)
Shana Dorley is a Child and Youth Worker graduate from Algonquin in 2014. She started working as a
youth worker at Blair Court Community House in 2012 and quickly fell in love with community work,
she then joined on at Somerset West Community Health Center as a CYW at their Community House;
Rochester Heights. After graduation Shana moved back to the United States where she worked as an
Applied Behavior Analysis Therapist. Shana then packed up and moved to Indonesia to work a year
contract for a small non profit working as a Youth Employment Trainer. Since returning to Ottawa,
Shana jumped back into working at Community Houses as a Youth Manager and developing
programs for different community houses. In June 2019 Shana joined the Youturn team. In the same
year she also began facilitating the Outdoor Activities course for 2nd & 3rd year CYC students with
Algonquin College.

Mariella Greatbanks (She/Her)
Mariella Greatbanks graduated from Algonquin College with an Advanced Diploma in Child and Youth
Care. Mariella works as a community-based counsellor working with high-risk criminally involved
youth. Mariella has taken on a mentorship role for students at Algonquin college who are in their final
year of the Child and Youth Care program. Mariella has a passion for working with hard-to-reach youth
and believes that all youth have the ability to succeed if given the right support and resources.

Jessica Whelan (She/Her)
Jessica Whelan graduated from Humber Institute of Advance learning with a CYC Advance Diploma
and a Bachelor of Arts Degree majoring in Psychology. Jessica works with high-risk youth in the
community and has been working on the frontlines of youth justice and mental health for 10 years.
Jessica also sits on the Ottawa Youth Justice and Service Network Committee and believes the best
support for a youth is an authentic therapeutic connection.

Luke Smith (He/Him)
Luke Smith is a graduate of the Algonquin College CYC Advanced Diploma Program and is currently
working on his degree in Child and Youth Care from Ryerson University. Luke is based out of the
Ottawa area and works as a community-based counsellor with youth involved in the criminal justice
system. He is also a part-time instructor at Algonquin College in the CYC program. Luke has a passion
for working with youth and their families, helping them to overcome the challenges they face and
developing the skills they need to succeed.

Juggling Crises: Challenging Systemic Racism During A Global
Pandemic (2 hrs)
Presented by: Natasha Halliday
Competency: Culture and Human Diversity
Key Takeaways:
Recognize the need for ongoing examination and challenging of systemic racism.
Impact on providing care in Child and Youth Care.
Examining intersectionality, location and privilege.
Recommendations for moving forward.
On the heels of learning that life changed as we knew it due to COVID-19, an anti-black racism crisis
erupted. Not unlike coronavirus, the policies and practices of anti-black racism have long been in
existence, however cases of violence towards black people rose and were much more visible. While
providing care and support to young people maneuver such unparalleled times, it is imperative to
address, support and help them navigate the racial crisis, especially those living in black bodies. This
calls to question the capability of staff, programs and organizations to appropriately support their clients.
It’s of utmost necessity to look at where we are at and what is required moving forward.

Natasha Halliday
Natasha Halliday, MA, CYCP, RSW, is a Clinical Navigator in
the LINK Program a transitional aged youth program. She
received her Masters in Child and Youth Care at Ryerson
University in Toronto, Canada, in 2018. She has worked with
youth for over 20 years in a variety milieus. She started out in
community settings, including residential treatment homes
and a community agency, working with 'at risk' youth in
Toronto's east end. She has focused the bulk of her practice,
working in child and adolescent mental health programs at
five Greater Toronto Area hospitals. She has taught in the
Child and Youth Care Program at Centennial College. She
has spoken at mental health forums, workshops, webinars,
and conferences. Natasha is on the steering committee for
Pathways to Care a program working to improve addiction
and mental health services for Black children and youth, and
their families in Ontario.

Urban Indigenous Identity Development: Understanding the Historical Context to Reshape
Child and Youth Care Engagement with Indigenous Children, Youth and Families (2 hrs)
Presented by: Kelsey Reed (She/Her)
Competency: Culture and Human Diversity
Key Takeaways:
Participants will make connections between the impacts of federal historical policies on Indigenous
peoples and the current impact on Indigenous identity development
Participants will reflect on their own positioning in relation to Indigenous peoples and history and
reflect on ways we are able to move forward
In this interactive workshop, I will explore my ongoing doctoral research in urban Indigenous identity
development in survivors of the Child Welfare system. We will explore historical policies that have
impacted Indigenous identity and how it is impacting the identity development with the children, youth,
and families we are supporting as Child and Youth Care practitioners. I will be presenting my
understanding of an Indigenous Research Methodology and encourage participants to reflect on their
own positioning in relation to Indigenous peoples. The objective of this presentation is to make
connections between the past, the present, and ways in which we can go forward as CYC practitioners to
provide meaningful and cultural relevant services to our Indigenous youth.

Kelsey Reed (She/Her) - Edmonton AB, Treaty 6 Territory
Kelsey Reed is a member of the Beardy's and Okemasis
Cree Nation and an Assistant Professor in the Department of
Child and Youth Care with MacEwan University. Kelsey is a
graduate of the Child and Youth Care program with
MacEwan University, received a Masters degree in
Educational Policy studies through the University of Alberta
(2016) and is a Phd Candidate in Philosophy with a
specialization in Indigenous Peoples Education.

Image description: A picture of light browned skin
female, with long dark brown hair falling over her
shoulder. She is wearing a dark purple sweater with a
background of white mountains on it. She is smiling
at the camera and the backdrop of the photo is a
university auditorium.

Making Space at the Table: Using a CYC Perspective to Shape the
Social Priorities of Mixed-Income Communities (1.5 hrs)
Presented by: Kelsey Reed (She/Her)
Competency: Developmental Practice Methods
Key Takeaways:
CYC Practitioners better understand their potential role in public sector mixed income redevelopment
projects
Building working understanding of the unfolding connection between CYC and Space
Governments, institutional housing providers and auxiliary social service providers are currently facing a
housing crisis that in recent years has engulfed some of the largest municipalities across the country. A
proposed answer that has come into popular favour is the construction of new mixed income
communities through redevelopment of public housing buildings. These redevelopment projects are
established and maintained through relationships between developers, municipalities, and affiliated public
housing providers. At the core of the work being completed is the idea that these new redeveloped
communities have an opportunity to create a new social normal where weak and strong community ties
are made and strengthened. This presentation will seek to make the argument that CYC practitioners are
strategically placed to provide critical support to these development projects. This can be accomplished
providing strategic guidance around the components of communal space design and a conceptual
framework for developing social cohesion.

Alyssa Alvis
Alyssa Alvis is an undergraduate who is on track to complete
her degree at Ryerson University in the spring of 2021.
Alyssa has worked with children, youth and families for
approximately 5 years within schools, children programs,
youth outreach and social services sector.

Kwesi Johnson
Kwesi Johnson has dedicated the past two decades to finding
innovative solutions that will bridge the gap between access to
education, employment, skills development and life-changing
resources making institutions more accessible and equitable
spaces for marginalized seniors, youth and their families who
are often disproportionately racialized communities
experiencing complex socioeconomic disparities.
Kwesi, who has worked for organizations such as United Way
Toronto and York Region, Parkdale Golden Age Foundation,
East Metro Youth Services (Strides Toronto) and JVS Toronto
brings extensive experience of successfully developing,
implementing and leading a range of targeted community
development, advocacy crisis intervention and strategic
partnership initiatives.
Kwesi, a Lincoln Alexander, Ryerson Gold Medal and Harry
Jerome Award recipient, is currently the Board Chair for the
Black Speculative Arts Movement Canada and is a passionate
community organizer. He holds a Child and Youth Care
Diploma & Degree, M.A. Sociology and Equity Studies from U
of T and is currently studying to attain his M.B.A specializing in
Community Economic Development.

A Critical Look into Racial Disparities in the Residential Care & The
Navigational Needs for Transitional Age Youth in a Pandemic (1.5 hrs)
Presented by: Kelly Cassano (She/Her), Mary-Rose Allan (She/Her) & Azeezat Sule (She/Her)
Competency: Culture and Human Diversity
Key Takeaways:
To share how global partnerships can fulfil the learning outcomes of WIL and increase global fluency.
To explore the challenges of COVID/pandemic and how it exacerbates the situation for BIPOC youth
To discuss best practices for Transitional Age youth.
This workshop will begin with a brief exploration of work integrated learning through a global partnership
between Humber College and Parul University in India. Two Humber CYC students who were part of this
global partnership will present their research project which focused on supporting transitional age youth
during a pandemic and how these conditions are exacerbated for BIPOC youth.

Kelly Cassano (She/Her) - Toronto, ON
Kelly Cassano holds a MSc in CYC and has spent over
twenty years learning from resilient and bright young people
in the field of Child and Youth Care, in both direct practice
and management. She has also spent twelve of these years
teaching in Child and Youth Care programs at two colleges,
where her students continue to inspire her work. She
believes that wherever you go and whatever you do, infuse it
with love!
image description: A close-up picture of a woman (Kelly) smiling while standing in
front of a door.

Mary-Rose Allan (She/Her) - Scarborough, ON
Mary-Rose Allan is a 3rd year CYC Advance Diploma Program
student at Humber College. Before returning to postsecondary
school to fulfill her passion of working with youth facing
adversities, she fulfilled another passion of hers and worked as
a chef in downtown Toronto for 6 years. She led a successful
team by using a strength based approach and helping her
teammates reach their full potential in their professional and
personal lives. After she graduates she will have the
opportunity to use her transferable skills from her time spent
managing a team at a restaurant and implement those skills
into caring for vulnerable youth.
image description: Mary-Rose is smiling and sitting on a chair that is faced
backward, in front of the restaurant she works at.

Azeezat Sule (She/Her) - Toronto, ON
Azeezat is a student in the CYC Advance Diploma Program at
Humber College. She has a background in health Sciences
and working experience in designing health related programs
for the under-privileged populations in West Africa. She
combines her wealth of experience with her commitment to
leverage on course content at Humber to learn about Children
and Youths in Toronto and has developed an interest in
proceeding to Advocate for the right of Children and Youth.
She is a part of the Parul/Humber Global project as a way of
digging deep into the situation of Children and Youth at the
global level so she can contribute this knowledge to help these
vulnerable groups. On the side, Azeezat is a health coach and
a global speaker that loves to help corporate women lead
optimal lives.
image description: A clear image of a woman (Azeezat), wearing blue dress and a
pink scarf.

Reflections on a Year in Lockdown – Shifting Practices in an EverChanging Uncertain Environment. UK Experience (1.5 hrs)
Presented by: Lalita Bains (She/Her)
Competency: Developmental Practice Methods
Key Takeaways:
Innovation
Share practices from UK
Importance of Supervision, self-awareness and self-care.

Sharing of practice working in a school, overview of how and what changes took place.

Lalita Bains (She/Her) - Brampton, ON
Lalita Bains (MBACP) MSc, BA hons, UK Clinical Supervisor.
In the UK I have worked as a therapeutic foster parent for four
years. A qualified counsellor for 5years within two organizations.
The first a whole school approach, working collaboratively with
school staff, parents, and students. The second working with
survivors of sexual violence and abuse.

Healing the Inner Self (1.5 hrs)
Presented by: Ashley Tyms
Competency: Relationships & Communication
Key Takeaways:
Participants will gain awareness of holistic perspectives/approaches that can lend them self to a
child's treatment or intervention plan.
Participants will gain an understanding of the Human Energy Field & Chakra systems & how this can
empower CYC's to build self awareness, while assisting to build the child/youth's awareness too.
Participants will explore self-reflective activity that can empower them using insight learned & group
discussion.
Participants will gain an understanding of Reiki principals & mindful techniques (breath & meditation)
that offer self-regulation and connect the group together.
My presentation will offer holistic perspectives, Reiki principals & energetic components to healing,
support work & self-awareness.

Ashley Tyms
My name is Ashley Tyms; I am a CYC & Reiki Practitioner. I
have a warm sensitive approach & an affinity for people of all
ages; especially children. My experience ranges from school
& camp settings, treatment home, life skills programming &
latency aged programs. I currently work at my home studio
where I offer community support to adults, children & youth
through intuitive counselling & Reiki sessions. My passion is
to seek truth, stand for nature, empower people; love
unconditionally. My self commitment is to create humour,
team work and balance & share with others.

Youth First: A Canadian Youth-Led Initiative
During a Pandemic (1.5 hrs)
Presented by: Reah (Hyun Ju) Shin (They/Them), Harleen Kaur (She/Her), Ronglan Cao (She/Her),
Justin Whitty (He/Him) & Victoria Bonnell (She/Her)
Competency: Relationships and Communication
Key Takeaways:
Deeper understanding of child and youth activism and participation during the pandemic
Increased knowledge of relational practice in cyberspace (including real-life examples)
Importance of child rights-based framework and practices
Youth First, a Canadian youth-led initiative was developed as a Ryerson's Master of Arts Child and Youth
Care (MA CYC) placement due to the lack of placement opportunities available at the beginning of the
pandemic. Youth First focuses on creating safe and interactive spaces in cyberspace for young people
during the pandemic. In this presentation, 4 young people from the Online Youth Advisory Group (OYAG)
and 1 MA CYC student shares their experiences, accomplishments, lessons learned and overall reflection
of being part of this initiative during a global pandemic.

Harleen Kaur (She/Her) - Vancouver, BC
Harleen Kaur (she/her) is a student attending Simon Fraser
University. She is passionate about youth activism, learning,
and spreading kindness.
Email: hka101@sfu.ca
image description: Harleen, a light-skinned woman with brown shoulder-length
hair is smiling outside in the woods. There are trees around her and she is leaning
on a wooden fence. She is wearing a gold coloured necklace and a yellow short
sleeve floral blouse.

Ronglan Cao (She/Her) - Toronto, ON
Ronglan Cao (she/her) is a student at the University of Toronto.
She is passionate about youth activism, sustainability living and
youth mental health.
Email: christina.cao@mail.utoronto.ca
image description: Christina, an Asian woman is slightly smiling at the camera.
She is wearing a white t-shirt and a black baseball cap that says Penguin Pickup.
She is wearing a green lanyard. Christina is holding up a peace sign. She is
outdoors and the background is a wall that has different abstract shapes of
square, rectangle, with various colours such as blue, yellow and orange.

Justin Whitty (He/Him) - Toronto, ON
Justin Whitty (he/him) is a recent grad from Centennial College
Developmental Services Worker program. He is dedicated to
supporting individuals with ASD and intellectual disabilities and
promoting inclusive communities.
image description: Justin, a light-skinned man with short brown hair is smiling at
the camera. He wears a long sleeve grey shirt with a dark navy shirt underneath.
He is indoors sitting on a couch with a table in the background with 5 plant pots
and 2 lamps.

Victoria Bonnell (She/Her) - Burlington, ON
Victoria Bonnell (she/her) is a student at Carleton University
studying Health Science. She is very passionate about the
social determinants of health, especially with reference to
factors impacting the lives of youth. She loves building
relationships with others, whether that be virtually or in
person.
Email: vic.bonnell@gmail.com
image description: Victoria, a white woman with shoulder length dark blonde hair,
is outside where it is snowing gently. She wears silver-coloured glasses and
smiles at the camera. Victoria wears a black vest jacket and a light grey long
sleeve shirt.

Reah (Hyun Ju) Shin (They/Them) - Burlington, ON
Reah (Hyun Ju) Shin (they/them), M.A. & B.A. CYC is a Child
and Youth Care Practitioner involved in rights-based research
(International and Canadian Child Rights Partnership),
education (School of CYC, Ryerson University & HDSB) and
gender-based violence (Embrave: Agency to End Violence).
They are passionate about child rights, pedagogy and
relational practices.
Email: hyunju.shin@ryerson.ca
image description: Reah, an Asian person with neck-length brown hair is slightly
smiling at the camera. They are wearing a dark green sweater and wearing a
necklace. The background in their picture is Daniel Quasar's LGBTQSI flag.

Friday Afternoon
Experience
2 - 4 PM
Virbela
In this fun and interactive session, join Dr. Howard Bloom and colleagues at Georgian
College in the ILRN (I Learn) by Virbela virtual digital platform. ILRN is an engaging virtual
environment that replicates real world dynamics and social interactions. Join Dr. Howard
Bloom in a virtual classroom to learn and experience for yourself how students and faculty
act as avatars for first-person experiences. At this session, as an avatar yourself, you will
learn about how, this past two semesters as part of the Child and Youth Care curriculum,
Howard and his CYC students have immersed in ILRN to practice crisis intervention and
relational practice skills.

Friday
Presentations
**Evening**
Mindfulness: a powerful advocacy tool (2 hrs)
Presented by: Jenn Bruer (She/Her)
Competency: Developmental Practice Methods
Key Takeaways:
Research that mindfulness practice can improve life experience
Understand the basic concepts behind mindfulness
Outline various methods of mindfulness
Learn the difference between mindfulness and meditation
Strategies on how to introduce mindfulness to those we serve
A brief mindfulness exercise
Exploring studies that illustrate the power of the mind
What is mindfulness?
Various ways to practice
The difference between mindfulness and meditation
What is an anchor and how can it help us?
Brief Mindfulness exercise
The possible outcomes of mindfulness
How does mindfulness translate as a powerful tool in advocacy?
How to bring mindfulness to the frontlines- discussion

Jenn Bruer (She/Her) - Mississauga, ON
Jenn Bruer is a CYC and a retired foster parent after eighteen
years of service with the Children’s Aid Society of Toronto. Jenn is
the author of Helping Effortlessly: A Book of Healing and
Inspiration, a self-help book for professional helpers based on her
own personal experiences. She has been on her own path to
burnout recovery, health and healing since 2011. Jenn has
recently partnered with Mindful Reach to pull together online
learning opportunities to bring Mindfulness Based Practice to the
frontlines. Jenn believes wholeheartedly that mindfulness practice
can change the very landscape of what we do.

Image description: An outdoor headshot of Jenn
Bruer from the middle section up, whilst leaning
against a white column. She is smiling wide with
teeth exposed and looking directly at the camera,
she has a short asymmetrical hair cut shorter on her
left side and a little longer on her right, her hair and
eyes are both dark brown. She is wearing a white
blazer, a casual floral top, and a silver necklace with
a small tree of life charm. There are
indistinguishable urban buildings in the background
along with a bare branchy shrub and a brick wall to
the right.

Our Shared World: Bridging Perspectives Across Cultures (1.5 hrs)
Presented by: Kiya Bruno (She/Her) & Renée Charette (They/Them, She/Her)
Competency: Culture and Human Diversity
Key Takeaways:
Gain insight into the current experience of Indigenous Youth in Alberta as it relates to
intergenerational trauma and care (group homes, foster care, and youth justice…)
Explore best practices as mentors and allies for folks with different lived experiences and cultural
upbringings
Become inspired about new approaches in youth advocacy
The COVID-19 pandemic has begun to level the playing field for the inclusion of many voices of people
whose wisdom from lived experiences have been historically oppressed by colonialism and systemic
barriers. Although accessibility challenges persist with technology and internet connectivity, Child and
Youth Care professionals are able now, more than ever, to support young folks by amplifying their voices
and recognizing their unique expertise through online platforms. Advocate and performer Kiya Bruno will
share her impressions of the impacts of Intergenerational Trauma for young people in care and the power
of mentorship in supporting First Nations, Inuit and Métis youth in their journey. Child and Youth Care
Counsellor Renée Charette will discuss the experience of reframing the restrictions of the global
pandemic as a catalyst for youth leadership and advocacy through the co-creation of the CAA School
Safety Patrol’s ‘Patroller Festival Brigadier’. 15 year-old Kiya Bruno will participate in this appreciation
event and help celebrate youth volunteerism in traffic safety across Canada through her sharing both her
Land Acknowledgement and her interpretation of O’Canada in three languages: Cree, French, and
English. Participants will have a chance to ask the presenters about their experiences of bringing this
virtual event to life through intentional relationship building.

Renée Charette (They/Them, She/Her) - Toronto, ON
Renée recognizes that she is a visitor and steward to these lands.
The land she currently resides on in Toronto, Ontario is the territory
of the Wendat, and Petun First Nations, Haudenosaunee, and most
recently the Mississaugas of the Credit River. This territory is the
subject of the Dish With One Spoon Wampum Belt Covenant, a
peaceful agreement between the Haudenosaunee Confederacy and
the Confederacy of the Ojibwe to care for and share the nations
around the great lakes.
Renée is of French and Irish settler descent and acknowledges that
the sacred land on which her and her family are privileged to live,
work, and play has been a site of human activity since time
immemorial. She has been counselling young people for over a
decade. They are genuinely curious about what makes individuals
and communities resilient in the face of life's struggles. Renée loves
conservation and outdoor leadership and offers her clients
therapeutic rapport in both French and English. Renée helps young
folks and their support people to attune to one another by resourcing
through connection with themselves, others and the natural
environment.

Image description: A headshot shows an adult of
French and Irish descent with shoulder length dark
blonde hair. They are outdoors in the rain
surrounded by plants and wood ornaments. They
are wearing minimal makeup and a dark teal
coloured short sleeve shirt. A big smile stretched
across her face as she looks at the camera.

Kiya Bruno (She/Her) - Samson Cree Nation in
Maskwacis Alberta (Plains Cree Nehiyaw
traditional community)
Kiya Bruno Is a 15 year old Cree girl who comes from Samson
Cree Nation in Maskwacis Alberta. She comes from a cultural
upbringing in the Plains Cree Nehiyaw traditional community,
where she incorporates the cultural knowledge into her home
and everyday life. Kiya is an Actress, Artist, Advocate, Athlete,
Traditional Vocalist, and Jingel Dress Dancer . Kiya is also a
performer, she performs her traditional jingle dress dance and
sings the National Anthem in Cree and English at many
sporting, community and school events. Kiya has had many
incredible opportunities for her young age . Kiya has traveled to
Bali Indonesia in March of 2020where she was asked to
perform and be a keynote speaker at the Global Climate
Conference, she also had the opportunity of traveling to
Toronto in June of 2019 where she sang the Canadian National
Anthem in Cree and English at the Toronto Bluejays game in
honor of National Indigenous People's Day. Kiya most recently
had the privilege of singing the Canadian National Anthem in
Cree and English in February at the Edmonton Oilers game for
Hockey Day in Canada 2020 in honor of people of the north
and First Nations people.

Image description: A three quarter length photo
shows a female Cree teenager with long dark hair
down to her waist. She is standing up tall with a big
smile on her face and posing with a hand on one
hip. She is wearing natural makeup and rainbow
coloured beaded jewelry around her neck. She is
also wearing a white shirt covered by a light blue
jean jacket and a bright yellow skirt with red
strawberries and colourful flowers.

She also had the honor sharing her language by singing the Canadian National Anthem all in Cree for
CBC The National Canada Day Special 2020 and for the Vancouver Canucks and Vegas Knights 2020
Stanley Cup playoffs game in September of 2020, Kiya also filmed a Treaty Acknowledgement for
Hockey Canada and TSN for the 2021 World Juniors and Telus Cooperate events. Kiya wants to
continue persevering and revitalizing her Cree language through music, while sharing a piece of her
culture with Canadians.
Kiya is a young entrepreneur, and is the co-owner of Stay Rooted Apparel ᑲᓇᐁᐧᔨᐦᑌᑕᐣᒥᑐᓴᐠ, created by
Nêhiýaw (Cree) Mother daughter duo Kiya Bruno and Barbara Dumigan-Jackson. Her mission is to help
spread awareness to help save our kikâwînaw askiy (Mother Earth). Their hope is to inspire others on
their journey to continue giving back to the land, protecting our nipiy (water) and help end the First Nation
water crisis within Canada. Kiya was recently awarded "The Star Fish" 2020’s Canada's Top 25
Environmentalists Under 25 and was awarded the community female youth award in Maskwacis at the
Reclaiming Our Knowledge Conference.
Kiya is currently in pre production and is currently apart of a TV series called "Warrior Up"."Warrior Up!" is
a new television series in development for APTN. It is being produced by the indigenous-owned
company, Picture This Productions.The series aims to profile Indigenous youth across Canada and the
USA who are raising awareness and spearheading change around the environment in their
communities.Kiya begins filming the summer of 2021.
Kiya has a deep passion to help others and raises awareness for climate change and our Mother Earth.
Kiya is very passionate about helping, Motivating, Inspiring and Encouraging other youth and community
members to chase their dreams while raising awareness for our environment, those in need and in crisis.

Black Therapists Speak! Black Youth & Racism;
Advocacy for CYC's & Service Providers (1.5 hrs)
Presented by: Alethia Cadore (She/Her) & Tracey A Thomas (They/Them)
Competency: Culture and Human Diversity
Key Takeaways:
Anti Black Racism
Advocacy
Student Voices
The untimely death of George Floyd, ignited a wider awareness with Black people in North America. Discussions
were taking place & having open dialogue about the issues between Police Violence and Racial Discrimination.
Black Youth & Families protested in the streets to address the anti black racism across all school boards. Discuss
Racism & Trauma-how toxic stress affects the brain. Physiological & Psychological Effects of Racism. Self
Reflection- Talking about race, diversity & inclusion, what CYC's can do to amplify the voices of Black students

Alethia Cadore (She/Her) - Toronto, ON
Hailing from Toronto, Canada, Alethia Cadore a registered
Psychotherapist, Mental Health Advocate & Workplace Wellness
Consultant. I work with persons who are facing challenges
throughout various stages in their career +or Personal life. I help
them manage their emotions through 1:1 Counselling, remove the
barriers that hold them back & set goals so that they Lead with
Confidence. I have a podcast Mindsilike on Anchorfm, amplifys the
voices of BIPOC Wellness Professionals
image description: Black woman headshot , smiling face

Tracey A Thomas (They/Them) - Toronto, ON
As a Clinical Therapist and Social Worker, I hold 15 years of practical
and professional experience within the guidance of individuals,
young adults and diverse family experiences. I have an extensive
amount of docent and practical experiences which includes
community-based mental health centre providing prevention, in home
support, day treatment from an outpatient assessment and treatment
model. Along with this wide range of experience, I have extensive
practical knowledge within the scope of school-based procedures
and techniques. I also have used DBT skills/counselling methods
extensively within the YRDSB for the last 10.5 years.
I am also able to offer emotional and caring support for all clients by
providing daily encouragement to assist one's learning goals and
core spiritual needs through holistic engagement treatment and
practice models. As a professional, I am able to provide crisis
intervention for situations of physical confrontation, medical and
psychiatric emergencies, & for clients who experienced
trauma/hardships.

Children and Residential Experiences:
Creating Conditions for Change (CARE) (1.5 hrs)
Presented by: Adrien McKenna (She/Her)
Competency: Developmental Practice Methods
Key Takeaways:
Learn about a multi-level program model that has been implemented in multiple Ontario group homes
Identify six core principles for improving services for children in out-of-home care
Enhance understanding of the significance and application of these principles to our practices
This workshop will include an outline of CARE, Children and Residential Experiences: Creating
Conditions for Change, a comprehensive research-based program model for improving services for
children in out-of home care. Within this model we will examine how the principles of CARE such as
competence centered, developmentally focused, trauma informed, and ecologically oriented influence our
child and youth care
practices. This workshop will engage participants in an interactive, reflective process to discuss and
explore these principles using their own professional experiences with young people.

Adrien McKenna (She/Her) - Caledonia, ON
Adrien McKenna CYW, BA CYC (Cert.) has been a Child and
Youth Care Practitioner since 2001. She is an Instructor in
the Child and Youth Care Apprenticeship program at Mohawk
College in Ontario, Canada. She is currently a master's
student in the School of Child and Youth Care at Ryerson
University and may be reached at
adrien.mckenna@ryerson.ca
Image description: Light skinned, hazel eyed person wearing a blue sweater.
Their hair is medium brown and wavy, reaching their shoulders. They are smiling
and fully facing the camera.

The Art and Evaluation of Self Reflections (1.5 hrs)
Presented by: Seden Yesildag (She/Her), Jason Dennison (He/Him), Rabya Razi (She/Her),Simran
Kaur Johal (She/Her), Hadil Aljandali, Ala’ Alhyari, Wafa Benmahmoud (She/Her), Kristina Arena
(She/Her) & Paula Ogg (She/Her)
Competency: Relationships and Communication
Key Takeaways:
The outcomes for the participants is to have them see the benefits of including students and an
education design expert to create a truly collaborative experience in the creation of a rubric for Selfreflection
The key message is that part of being “student centered” includes developing innovative ways to
engage students in the process of evaluation of their work.
CYC 1st, 2nd, 3rd year students were sought for an innovative project related to assignments that
include Self- reflection. Having students involved in the making of a fair and equitable rubric for evaluating
Self Reflection in the CYC program. All students self-selected to be part of the process and were
committed to it throughout.

Seden Yesildag (She/Her) – Oakville, ON
A mature international student who has just completed 3rd year
in the Sheridan College CYC program. Seden brings much
worldly experience to the team. She is a highly dedicated
student who has been very involved in many aspects of student
life at the College especially for International students.
Image description: A picture of a light-skinned, brown hair female with one hand in
her pocket and standing in front of Canadian and Sheridan College flags, smiling
and looking at the camera. She is wearing a dark colour formal business suit with
a white blouse

Jason Dennison (He/Him) – Mississauga, ON
A dedicated 1st year student who is committee to doing what
he can to improve the student experience.
Image description: A caucasian male wearing a blue suit with a purple shirt and a
black tie, smiling at the camera with his hands at his sides.

Rabya Razi (She/Her) – Milton, ON
A mature student in 2nd year of the CYC program at Sheridan
College. Rabya chose to participate in this project as she has
lots of great ideas that improve the student experience.
Image description: A picture of a medium, brown-skinned female wearing a
decorative head scarf with a red blazer and her sunglasses placed on the head.
Smiling and looking at the camera with her one arm at her side.

Simran Kaur Johal (She/Her) – Brampton, ON
Simran is a 2nd year Sheridan College CYC student who is
committed to enhancing the process of evaluation of Self
Reflection assignments.
Image description: A picture of medium, brown skinned female wearing black top
with black bottom and brown shoes with her hands in her pocket and smiling to
the camera.

Hadil Aljandali
Hadeel is an international mature 3rd year student in the CYC
program at Sheridan. Hadeel has been committed to the
project and the program and bring s valuable life experiences
to the process.
Image description: Reah, an Asian person with neck-length brown hair is slightly
smiling at the camera. They are wearing a dark green sweater and wearing a
necklace. The background in their picture is Daniel Quasar's LGBTQSI flag.

Ala’ Alhyari (She/Her) – Oakville, ON
Ala' is a committed international, mature 2nd year student in
the Sheridan College CYC program. She became involved in
this project as she was interested in understanding both the
process of self reflection and enhancing the evaluation process
for students.
Image description: A picture of a medium, brown-skinned female wearing glasses
and a black head scarf with a dark colour jacket. Smiling and looking at the
camera.

Wafa Benmahmoud (She/Her) – Oakville, ON
A mature, international 3rd year student in the CYC program at
Sheridan College. She is completing her studies. Wafa has
been a peer mentor and offered essential support to students
in the past year.
Image description: A picture of a medium, brown-skinned female wearing glasses
and a decorative head scarf with a gray blazer. Smiling and looking at the camera
with her arms crossed.

Kristina Arena (She/Her)
Full time faculty in the Sheridan College CYC program.

Image description: A Caucasian female wearing glasses and a pink top.

Paula Ogg (She/Her)
A highly experienced faculty from the Centre for Teaching and
Learning with expertise in creating evidence based rubrics.
Image description: A picture of a Caucasian woman with long brown hair and
green eyes, smiling and looking at the camera, wearing a taupe suit jacket over a
black and taupe polka dot dress

Friday Night
Entertainment
7 - 9 PM
Open Room - Shoot the Shift!
Facilitated by: Mary Ventrella
An opportunity for Child and Youth Care practitioners to join and have informal
discussions, reflections, break out into small groups and just hang out

OACYC Awards:
AGM 2021
Nomination packages are open for the awards ceremony at the AGM this November
2021. You can find additional information on how to nominate a practitioner on our
website, or at office@oacyc.org. A new timeline will be announced shortly after the
conference, all application remain open at this time.

Everyday CYC’s provide invaluable and unparalleled service and support to children, youth
and families, communities, agencies and organizations, and of course each other. For that,
we all should be celebrated! The OACYC sponsors and supports four awards biennially.
These awards are presented to both OACYC members and the CYCP's in our community.

The OACYC Award of Excellence
The OACYC Award of Excellence is designed to honour individuals who have demonstrated
excellence within the field of Child and Youth Care. Typically, recipients display excellence in
one or more of the following areas; engagement, leadership, strength- based approaches,
creativity and/or advocacy. Recipients must actively promote the spirit of child and youth
care, as well as show a strong commitment to professional development and ethical practice.

The Dennis McDermott Career Achievement Award
The award is designed to recognize the outstanding life-time career accomplishments and
their long- term commitment and dedication to the Ontario Association of Child and Youth
Care. This award honours the achievements of Child and Youth Care Practitioners who have
been in the field for over 20 years, have actively supported the OACYC and have realized
significant career achievements. In addition, nominees must have displayed evidence of
mentorship for Child and Youth Care Practitioners and contribute to the overall enhancement
of the profession.

The Krista Sepp Memorial Awards
The Krista Sepp Memorial Awards were established by Kinark in 1991 to honour the memory
of Krista Sepp, who lost her life on February 3, 1989, while performing her duties as a Child
and Youth Worker (CYW). For the past 25 years, supported by agencies across the
province, the awards have honoured the work of Child and Youth Care Practitioners (also
known as Child and Youth Workers, Child Care Workers and Child and Youth Counsellors)
in Ontario.
Two Child and Youth Care Practitioners (CYCP) who have made exemplary contributions to
the field of practice and who embody the values that Krista was known for, will be honoured.
Nominations for the Horizon and Mentoring Awards are received from across Ontario from
agencies working in the areas of child and youth mental health, child welfare, youth justice,
education and health.
Krista Sepp Horizon Award
The Krista Sepp Horizon Award recognizes the contributions of new Child and Youth Care
Practitioners working within the first five years of their career. This Award was designed to
recognize the incredible potential of young leaders within the field. In keeping with the values
of the Krista Sepp Awards and their ongoing legacy, recipients of this award will display:
a) enthusiasm, in the workplace with peers and clients
b) empathy, toward co-workers, clients and community
c) creativity, in providing service to children and youth
d) initiative, in striving to make a difference for children and youth
Krista Sepp Mentoring Award
The Krista Sepp Mentoring Award honours and recognizes the ongoing contributions of Child
and Youth Care Practitioners with more than five years of experience in the field, who have
made a significant contribution to the field by providing mentorship to younger Child and
Youth Care Practitioners. In keeping with the values of the Krista Sepp Awards and their
ongoing legacy, recipients of this award will display:
a) enthusiasm, in the workplace with peers and clients
b) empathy, toward co-workers, clients and community
c) creativity, in providing service to children and youth
d) initiative, in striving to make a difference for children and youth
e) leadership, within the agency/organization that they work

